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ABSTRACT

The economic recession that hit the country in 1997 led to a dip in retail
business as consumers lost their jobs and confidence and became more conservative in
their spending habits. Despite rising oil prices and a weakening of the baht, inflation
remained largely subdued throughout the year, allowing the Bank of Thailand to
maintain a low interest rate policy to accommodate restructuring. Most of
Construction equipments in Thai retail business faced higher competitions. But the
most important thing they face was the inefficiency of the inventory system. They
can't provide what customers' want that make customers' dissatisfied, sometimes it's
less opportunity for customers to give data about themselves which can be used to
improve company's offer to them. Moreover, overwhelming of some products and
imbalance of some construction equipments that made hedge of products in the
inventory that can create problems for customers. Some products can't meet
customers' demand, which creates lot of problems in the construction's equipments
shops. Staff skills are one of the problems because it's consequent failure to internalize
idea of holding on customers. All of this can't be solved to create customers'
satisfaction that's why a lot of problems have happened until now.

So Customer Intelligence (Cl) can help many Thai retailers to solve these
problems. They hire specialists who can consolidate and integrate their customer data
to create individual customer profiles that reflect buying patterns and behaviors. They
use new kind of Customer Intelligence to create data reporting, query, analytical and
data mining tools to discover these customer profiles. The result helps determine their
best customers, understand target customer sets, determine which customers you
should retain, and to whom you can offer additional products and services. With more
customers communicating online, retailers are required to know whom their customers
are and how they prefer to shop in an e-business economy. Whether the customer does
business through traditional means or online, by producing a single customer view, the
Customer Intelligence (Cl) can help you understand where your customer shops and
what your customer buys to better adapt to selling channels and future marketing
strategies, leading the way through alleviate many problems in Thai retail business.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview of retail business and competition of construction equipments in
Thailand.
After the economic crisis since 1997, the growth of retail business in 1999 has
notably resumed according to the 1.6 percent sale increase in 1999 of some department
stores and discount stores from the same period last year, totaling 108.05 billion baht.
The sales have consistently risen in the first quarter of 2000 to 27.2 billion baht,
representing 5.5 percent up over the corresponding period a year ago. The growth of
retail business has moved in the same direction with the expansion of the economy.
Therefore, the growth of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 2000 projected by the
SCB Research Institute at 4.2 percent will contribute the flourished trend of Thailand's
retail business. Discount stores have held a majority market share since 1999, instead
of department stores because discount stores have rapidly expanded their new
branches while many medium and small-scaled department stores had closed down.
However, most of the construction in retail business targeting the medium and lowincome clients continue to grow well because their targeted customers are different
from the other business, for example, the discount stores. The overall retail business in
2000 is still highly competitive. The construction equipments in retail business have
the most serious competition because of the rapid expansion and the cost competitions,
particularly in Bangkok where most of HomePro from many camps open the new
branches in the heart of Bangkok and vicinity and are usually sited nearby each other.
Meanwhile, many construction equipments hold the sales promotion activities to beat
other rivals including the improvement of goods and service to serve the consumers'
demand. The branch expansion of retail business will see a slowdown as in the past
two years.
Thailand's retail landscape, especially, has changed significantly over the past five
years, due mainly to the influence of international retailers that have brought in new
business practices and changed the way millions of people shop, especially in urban
areas. The eventual entry of large foreign players was inevitable, but it was hastened
by the economic crisis of 1997, which left many local retail operators in a precarious
financial state. Without financial help from new strategic partners, local retailers could
not restructure debts or raise funds to expand.

A new, more budget-conscious and demanding breed of consumers also emerged from
the crisis. Once they started to grow accustomed to the lower prices and better service
offered by the big operators, there was no turning back.
All this was bad news for any traditional local retail operators that had failed to adapt
and upgrade. Calls for government regulations to curb the growth of multinationals
found support in some quarters, but it has become clear that consumer choice will
ultimately dictate which businesses survive. The change has been most apparent in the
supermarket and discount store sector, with chains such as Tesco Lotus, Carrefour,
Big C (Casino Group) and Makro continuously expanding their outlet totals from 1998
and posting healthy sales. Given their greater bargaining power with suppliers, the big
chains can sell products at lower prices. They counter claims of retail job losses with
assertions that they have created thousands of more jobs, not just in their stores but
also among supporting industries and suppliers. Exports of Thai-made goods to their
networks abroad, especially in Europe, bring in further revenue, they argue. The
department store segment is the only area still controlled by majority Thai-owned
retailers such as Central Retail Corp, Robinson and The Mall Group. Local shopping
patterns have been transformed. Consumers now prefer to buy household goods from
discount stores, which are more convenient, with ample parking, air-conditioning and
a host of additional features such as food outlets and mini-bank branches as additional
attractions.
Wet markets and other traditional venues where shoppers can bargain will always have
their place, but even these have felt the pinch. The owners of many small shops, for
example, now go to the mega-stores to buy essentials that they can resell at respectable
mark-ups to their neighborhood customers. Supermarkets and convenience stores that
lack the scale of the bigger operators have been forced to reposition themselves to
focus on niche markets. Japan-based Seiyu Supermarket, for example, sold its business
to Tops, part of the Netherlands-based Royal Ahold group. Tops in turn has moved to
counter the impact of giants such as Carrefour and Tesco Lotus by finding new niches,
such as smaller outlets in inner-city areas that combine the features of convenience
stores and supermarkets.
Another supermarket operator, Food Lion, adopted a new concept to compete with
nearby wet markets, while Jusco made an alliance with Power Buy, the electrical and
2

electronic goods division of Central. Small, family-run shops also have been offered
the possibility to upgrade by joining the networks of convenience-store chains, which
have lowered their franchise fees as an inducement. As part of a larger network, small
shops can modernize, obtain lower wholesale prices and keep retail prices more
competitive.
In the face of major changes across the entire retailing spectrum, the government has
been criticized for failing to promote a clear policy for the industry, and of doing very
little to curb the expansion of foreign retailers. A law on retail zoning is now being
drafted, but the danger is that it could be seen as targeting one specific group and
harming foreign investor sentiment.
One of the government's responses has been a proposal to set up a non-profit
organization to help conventional retailers cut their supply costs and compete more
effectively with large stores. The new body would represent small retailers and
purchase supplies in bulk on their behalf from manufacturers, thus closing the price
gap with the big chains.
Expansion

The number of discount stores is expected to exceed 200 within the next two to three
years. Currently there are 100 discount stores across the country including Tesco
Lotus (33), Big C (30), Makro (21) and Carrefour (16), compared with 50 outlets in
1997.Discount stores not only play a role as retailers but also as wholesalers, selling
products to smaller grocery stores.
Market analysts estimated that the country had 260,000 retail outlets in 2001, of which
half were modem in design and business practices. About 30-35% of total retail space
was controlled by major chains including Tesco Lotus, Carrefour, Big C and Makro,
up from 10% to 20% five years ago. The figure is expected to reach 40% by the end of
2002. The number of small grocery stores, meanwhile, has been steadily declining by
10-20% per year, according to the estimates. There have been other casualties along
the way, including long-established provincial department stores and familiar names in
Bangkok such as Merry Kings, New World, December and Welco. Daimaru
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Department Store, the first Japanese department store to establish a presence m
Thailand, has also closed its doors, along with Yaohan.
In Bangkok, several new fronts have opened on the retail battleground, including
Rama III, Rama IV, Bang Bon, Phra Khanong, Bang Khae, Ratchadaphisek and
Rattana Thibet. Each location is now packed with five to seven retailers of all types.
Retailers in main provinces such as Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai, Ubon Ratchathani,
Nakhon Ratchasima, Phitsanulok and Hat Yai are also seeing the growing influence of
the major chains. Since the crash in 1997, only two major new shopping centers have
opened: The Emporium in Bangkok and The Mall in Nakhon Ratchasima, both
developed by The Mall Group.
Adjustment

The largest locally owned retail players have adjusted over the past five years by
moving to focus on their core businesses and cut non-core operations. Central retail
Corp (CRC) sold stakes in CenCar Co to its French partner, Carrefour, and ceded
majority control of Big C Supercentre to France's Casino Group. CRC also sold its
supermarket holdings to Royal Ahold, which subsequently took Tops Supermarket on
an expansion spree.
As a result, CRC was able to concentrate on its core Central department stores and on
expanding promising businesses such as Power Buy and Super Sport.
The Charoen Pokphand Group, an agribusiness conglomerate, exited the supermarket
and discount store fields, selling its Sunny Supermarket business to Belgium-based
Food Lion and it's holding in Lotus Supercentre to UK-based Tesco Co.
Shopping center developers, meanwhile, have frozen new projects and are focusing on
renovating existing shopping complexes. Some have changed their positions to focus
on specialized niche markets. A shift toward new forms of marketing activities
including electronic commerce and catalogue sales is also evident. As well, shopping
centers have adjusted their merchandise mix to offer more packaged foods and
entertainment products such as CDs, VCDs, books and magazines.
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Some department stores are competing directly with discount stores by transforming
themselves into information technology outlets, while others have joined with foreign
supermarket chains to battle the discount stores.
New magnets such as bowling lanes, movie theatres and theme parks are showing up
at some outlets. And while large-scale marketing activities used to take place three or
four times a year, operators now feel the need to dazzle customers on a monthly or
even weekly basis with specially themed promotions.
Along the way, retailers have learned the importance of market research and the use of
information technology to better understand consumers. Family-style management has
given way at many retail businesses toward professional operations with strong IT
input.
The change in the retail landscape is also being felt by manufacturers, whose margins
have shrunk because of the discount stores' aggressive bargaining. Traditional
provincial wholesalers are also being squeezed out by highly sophisticated distribution
and logistics operations, most of them owned by the chains or operated as joint
ventures.
Manufacturers complain that the powerful discounters charge them high entry fees
when they want to put their products on the shelves in the mass-market stores. At the
same time, discount stores have broadened the range of their house-brand products to
further pressure brand-name suppliers.
Some manufacturers have found the losses too hard to bear and have exited the
business. Others, though, have decided to change their policies and become subcontractors for discount stores.
To survive, Thai traditional business in construction equipments have to invest
the computerized systems to better track production and control costs as well as higher
bargain power to suppliers. Staffs have been trained how to handle orders from
modern suppliers, and products are better classified by segment. Finally, high
competition between traditional retail business and superstores are still happen in
Thailand in term of construction equipments. So Customer Intelligence is one of
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Information System that can help Thai retailers alleviate the inventory management
problems as well as provide the best service to customers.

1.2 Project's objective.

•

To define the problems of the construction equipment in Thai retail business.

•

To analyze the budget requirement in a framework of Customer Intelligence
(CI) in Thai retail construction equipments business.

•

To identify the key success factors and characteristics of retail business by
using Customer Intelligence (CI).

•

To identify a framework of Customer Intelligence (CI) m Thai retail
construction equipments business.

1.3 Problem Statement.
The economic recession that hit the country in 1997 led to a dip in retail
business as consumers lost their jobs and confidence and became more conservative in
their spending habits. Despite rising oil prices and a weakening of the baht, inflation
remained largely subdued throughout the year, allowing the Bank of Thailand to
maintain a low interest rate policy to accommodate restructuring. Most of
Construction equipments in Thai retail business are facing higher competitions. But
the most important things they face are a too inefficient inventory system. They can't
provide what customers' want, creates customers' dissatisfaction, sometimes it's less
opportunity for customers to give data about themselves which can be used to improve
company's offer to them. Moreover, overwhelming of some products and imbalance
of some construction equipments that made hedge of products in the inventory that can
create problems to customers. Some products can't meet customers' demand that
makes lot of problems to the construction's equipments shops. Staff skills are one of
the problems because it's consequent failure to internalize idea of holding on
customers. All of this can't be solved to create customers' satisfaction that's why a lot
of problems have happened until now.
To solve the problem and create a competitive advantage in construction
industry in terms of Thai retail business, we can use Information System applications
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in our business and create customers' satisfaction by using Customer Intelligence to
alleviate our problems and find the best solution as much as possible.

1.4 Significance of study.
This project is emphasizing on how to use Customer Intelligence to help Thai
small retail companies in Thailand by comparing between the traditional of small retail
business in term of construction equipments in Thailand and small retail companies in
term of construction equipments by using Customer Intelligence to implement in the
Thai retail companies as well as the key success factors after using Customer
Intelligence (CI) to solve the problems as well as create competitive for Thai retail
compames.

1.5 Data dictionary
Customer Intelligence (CI): Tracking products, customers, and sales people produces
a mass of useful data, but that data can also hide a company's key business drivers.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM): A strategy used to learn more about
customers' needs and behaviors in order to develop stronger relationships with them.
Point of Sales (POS): systems sitting on store counters collecting enormous amounts
of data.
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP): Systems that improve accounts payable,
general ledger and other accounting functions.
Online Analytical Processing (OLAP): Database layers that provide speed-ofthought access to more summarized information with read-write capabilities to support
modeling and planning.

1.6 Scope and Limitation.
This project concentrates on construction equipments companies in Bangkok by using
100 questionnaires through Thai retail business and HomePro. The project will focus
on the tools to help Thai construction equipments in retail business. By the way
construction equipments in Thai retail business has many wide range of products so
it's impossible to cover all construction equipments products and all construction
industries. Therefore, only a few products related in the construction retail business are
chosen for this study.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW.
2.1 The Information Technology tools we use in the Thai retail business
Now Technology has an important role in Thai retail business especially
reduce times and cost to help retailer so that they can serve their customers on time to
create customers' satisfaction. The demand of high technology, for example from
point-of-sale (POS) promotions to merchandise flow is increasing. The rapid shift
from running cash register tapes to using data from the sophisticated POS computers
in today's stores clearly illustrates how comprehensive collection and use of
information can increase sales and promote efficiency.
Unfortunately, while retailers have excelled at capturing vast amounts of data, they
have often overlooked the fundamental need to make sense of it all. While many retail
organizations have invested significant capital to implement unified, enterprise-wide
platforms for their operational systems, they have often neglected to provide an
equivalent unified platform for their customer intelligence (CI). Even the largest
retailers still face barriers in using all this information for strategic planning and
deployment of resources beyond the current quarter.
In the increasingly competitive retail environment, successful retailers will be
those that employ truly integrated, enterprise-wide Customer Intelligence based on
collaboration, unified information and common analytical applications through using
high technology. Retailers have a strong command of sales history, but where future
projections are concerned, even the best chains often depend on straight-line
projections and guesswork.
A common analytical customer intelligence that translates the data into consistent,
meaningful and actionable information can help retailers to fully leverage their data
across the enterprise. In today's increasingly competitive retail environment, retailers
that employ truly integrated, enterprise-wide Customer Intelligence (CI) based on
collaboration, unified information and common analytical applications will position
themselves to reap the benefits of this strategic approach and create customers'
satisfaction with on-time delivery and help retailers to reduce stocks in hand.
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2.2 Defines theory or system of Customer Intelligence (CI) we use for this project.

• What is Customer Intelligence in Thai retail business structure in term of
construction equipments?
Customer intelligence (CI) is an evolutionary and learning process. Companies
learn and adapt their offerings and business strategy as a result of the insight gleaned
from their customers. Customer intelligence is part strategy, part analysis, and part
technology. It encompasses a wide range of solutions, from data gathering and data
warehousing to personalization and analytic application. Ultimately, companies can
use Customer Intelligence to create the ability to understand the value of their
customer relationships. It's difficult enough these days to attain and measure overall
profitability but CI can help Thai retail business to accumulate the profitability by
rearranging all the old traditional into the new one in order to create customers'
satisfaction and alleviate the problems. That challenge gets exponentially more
difficult when it comes to measuring the profitability of individual customers
especially when they're coming to you across multiple channels.
Most businesses still don't have a real understanding of who their customers are, which
ones are the most profitable, how to project their lifetime value, or where to focus
marketing activities and customer loyalty-building campaigns. Customer intelligence
can help you to understand -

and predict -

the changing needs of your market.

Create customer and prospect profiles from both traditional and e-business channels.
Customer Intelligence can help many Thai retail businesses by:
•

Identify your most profitable customers.

•

Discover and plan how to communicate with customers.

•

Optimize multichannel marketing campaigns.

•

Anticipate and drive customer needs.

•

Retain your most valuable customers and attract more just like them.

While most of retail business today are concerned with determining the key
performance indicators for their customer-relationship-management projects, there is
in fact no single right way to measure the health of customer relationships. Some
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companies opt for a few, high-level metrics such as customer satisfaction and market
share; others perform frequent, detailed customer surveys and in-depth analyses.
But whatever metrics or level of detail you apply, "customer intelligence"--i.e.
establishing clear goals and easy business-level tracking of customer initiatives--is
essential for CI (Customer Intelligence) as follows :

1. Who are my customers?

~.ZOI c. -3

Understand customer segments and key characteristics to target appropriate products
and services and recognize emerging trends. High-level metrics include: the number or
percentage of customers by geography, business characteristics (company size,
revenue, industry), or consumer characteristics (age, income, lifestyle, family size);
deal size; new vs. repeat customers; annuity stream; and number or type of products
purchased. Changes in these characteristics can signal new risks and opportunities.

2. How loyal are my customers?
Once you understand key customer characteristics, understand who's staying and
who's leaving. Measure loyalty in terms of both the number of customers retained and
the amount of revenue generated to see patterns that might otherwise be missed--such
as a few big customers making up for many smaller customers leaving.

3. Who are my most valuable customers?
Prioritize customer retention efforts by determining the best--not just the biggest or
most frequent--customers. While difficult to calculate precisely, customer value can
often be approximated by tracking discount rates, product profitability, and customer
acquisition costs, as well as the cost of service (the number of support calls) and
account management (the number of dedicated or shared resources). Each of these
should be assigned a relative weight.

4. How satisfied are my customers?
Customer surveys and company service metrics can help determine customer
satisfaction levels and problem areas. Use customer surveys to understand key
customer expectations. Track service levels to get early warning on potential problem
11

areas. Pay special attention to company handoff points, which are often where
problems occur. Typical metrics include call-hold time, on-time shipment, order
accuracy, product quality, product availability, first-time fix (reopen rates), shopping
cart or call queue abandon rates, customer response time, and customer complaints.

5. How well do I understand and respond to critical customer events?
Most customers don't decide overnight to stay or leave. Instead, they progress--or fail
to progress--through a series of decision points, based on interactions with the
company. Customers who agree to a product trial must have a positive experience to
become a buyer. New customers often need to buy several times before their buying
"habit" turns them into a true customer. Dissatisfied customers often show
dissatisfaction by slowing new purchases before they cancel standing orders. Changes
in purchase frequency and amount, usage frequency and duration, payment
promptness, and other behavior are all indications that customers are becoming more
or less loyal.

6. How effective is my customer acquisition process?
Track each major stage of the sales and marketing cycle. Cost metrics such as cost per
lead and cost per sale are important in assessing the revenue return against the cost.
Effectiveness metrics, such as length of sales cycle, lead freshness, forecast accuracy
and fallout analysis, help optimize resource deployment, especially for business-tobusiness companies with long sales cycles and expensive direct sales resources.

7. How well am I leveraging partners?
Almost every company depends on partners for fulfillment or joint promotions, or
leads, sales, consulting, or implementation services. Understand key deliverables
(leads, product information, proposal input, product availability) and handoff points,
and track results. Measure partner follow-through and customer satisfaction levels, and
reward your most valuable partners.
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8. Where are my competitive threats?

Win rates and market share against key competitors will help you assess market
momentum and competitive threats. In industries such as pharmaceutical, consumer
packaged goods, and transportation, use external data to compare your product sales
with competitors'. Collect and analyze competitor information in sales force
automation or other applications.
Customer intelligence is the Information Technology that can help Thai retail
business, but it must be assembled and used to be effective. Start by estimating values,
such as customer service costs, that can't be calculated exactly. Next, focus on key
metrics for high-value customer segments or areas where customer retention is at the
greatest risk. Finally, determine what actions you will take in response to the customer
information gathered. In this way, customer intelligence helps ensure not only the
success of your customer relationships, but, ultimately, in the business.
2.3 Definition of Customer Intelligence of the other industry related to Thai retail
business in terms of construction equipment.
There is not found Thai other industry related in the Thai retail business in
terms of construction equipments using such kinds of technology because these
systems are rather new for Thai people although there are some educated people who
know these systems but it may take a long time to make customers and the other
people to know about these kinds of new system.
There are many organizations in the foreign countries that like to use Customer
Intelligence to know what customers' want and improve their sales volumes but in
Thailand it is not done yet due to the newness of the Information System, ignorance of
Thai people although some educated people know these systems but it's only specific
groups. We may have to a long time to educate more people to accept these kinds of
new systems. So these are the good Customer Intelligence company example that can
be identified as:
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Truis: A CVM Supplier Pioneering 'Customer Intelligence'
Customer intelligence can describe information about customer demographics,
interaction histories, relationship attributes, hot issues, emerging opportunities, and
reference customers. It is critical for the effective management of customer
relationships, the development of new business, and in speeding high-impact, new
products to market. Truis is a service and software supplier that helps its clients
capture and manage customer intelligence for increased business effectiveness.
Through structured, qualitative interviews, Truis helps clients integrate the captured
information with other customer information and drive managerial decision-making
based on that intelligence.
Company Background

Truis was founded in April 1998 with the vision of empowering companies to
"reach out and talk to customers, listen, and learn from them." That vision included
driving customer understanding derived from those conversations throughout the
organization into all of the plans and processes that ultimately impact the customer.
Initially it developed a service comprising a comprehensive methodology for the
collection, management, and distribution of qualitative customer feedback in B-to-B
(business-to-business) markets. In response to client demand, Truis designed and
launched the Truis IQ System, a Web-hosted, customer intelligence management
application. Since that time, Truis has grown to be a significant supplier of CVM
solutions and services for B-to-B clients.
Truis currently has 50 employees and a growing stable of clients, including Business
Objects, Cisco Systems, Citrix, Commerce One, Digital Island, DigitalThink,
Extensity, Informatica, Microsoft's bCentral, and VA Linux Systems. Profitable since
its founding through 2000, Truis completed a $8.25 million, Series A round of
financing in late 2000 that supports the development and marketing of its Truis IQ
customer intelligence application. Investors include Canaan Partners, RRE Ventures,
and private investors.
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Truis' Customer Intelligence Management Solution
Truis delivers value to its clients through a combination of a tested planning and
deployment methodology and a Web-based, hosted software solution.

Truis IQ Methodology
Truis begins an engagement with a client by taking it through its "Truis IQ
Methodology," a step-by-step process that facilitates the creation, deployment, and use
of a proactive, ongoing customer intelligence program. The methodology comprises
the following five phases:

•

Increasing demand -

communicates the value of the program; motivates

departments to participate; and ensures that individuals understand their roles
and responsibilities.

•

Collecting intelligence -

develops a substantial channel of customers from

whom feedback can be gathered; facilitates collaboration with sales,
marketing, service and other departments to develop

voe and customer data

collection strategies; and initiates collection of information via a series of
structured interviews.

•

Managing intelligence - maximizes the relevance, availability, and reliability
of customer information while building successful relationships with both
customers and internal departments.

•

Distributing intelligence - delivers the right information to the right people at
the right time; demonstrates strategic uses of customer intelligence in meeting
business objectives; and obtains approvals to prepare deliverables (e.g.,
customer quotes) for external use.

•

Measuring impact - evaluates success of the program; enhances internal buyin and commitment to customer intelligence program; and identifies
opportunities for improvement.

As Truis implemented this methodology with clients, it became clear that customers
needed a Customer Intelligence application that helped them automate the mechanics
of maintaining and using the methodology. Thus, the Truis IQ System was designed as
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a hosted, Web-centric management dashboard and information repository for
implementing and leveraging the Truis IQ methodology.

Truis IQ System
The focus of the IQ System is to capture and use customer-interview-based
intelligence throughout the organization. The system's strengths cluster into three
primary areas: intelligence reporting, communications, and administration/security.

•

Intelligence Reporting: The IQ System enables users to segment and group
customer populations based on a variety of attributes. That generates a wide
range of predefined or ad hoc reports on those customers. For example, users
can obtain win/loss reports; lists of hot issues; lists of customer references
sorted by industry, product, or service; or simply track and view the contact
history, demographics, and relationship attributes of a particular customer.
These capabilities can save time, enhance the effectiveness of marketing and
sales efforts, and improve customer relationships.

•

Communications: The IQ System enhances communications between the firm
and the customer, as well as among departments within the firm. For example,
customer change requests for new products can be logged, distributed to the
members of new product teams, and reported back to the customer. Similarly,
the system can facilitate cross-functional focus and coordination, addressing
upcoming marketing opportunities.

•

Administration and Security: The IQ System administration module enables
customer intelligence managers to manage end-user profiles; establish the
business rules for managing automated processes such as notifying
stakeholders of new customer issues or updated reports; and to configure
system wide settings for system access, report distributions, and so forth. Truis
uses advanced technology and systems for Internet security, including Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, automatic data transfer tampering detection,
user ID and role-based access controls, and a state-of-the-art data center with
multiple security mechanisms in place.

Although, Thailand is not using this Information System (Customer Intelligence) but
this may popular in the future very soon.
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2.3 The Customer Intelligence Operations Process

l
Establish CI
goals

Define questions
and owners

Gather
Customer
Info

Optimize
value

Iden ti!\
customers

Build
relationship

Access CI
efforts

This picture show Customer intelligence activities fall into four main areas.
Each area feeds into a loop for designing and implementing the customer
intelligence strategy.
Gaining a 360-Degree View of the Customer
This first activity involves much of the strategy-building process. In particular, it
identifies critical questions and the key pieces of analysis and customer information
that can help answer the strategic questions. Some of the key questions that many ebusinesses ask when formulating a customer intelligence strategy are listed in the
table. You can use these questions as a checklist for your strategy-building activities.
Each person that you designate as the owner of the questions can provide the answers
to the analysis activities, best practices, and technologies columns. Best practices and
technologies are the ways that you implement the activities. Best practices tend to be
largely manual processes, and technologies can automate many kinds of analysis and
best practices.
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Identifying Customers and Building Relationships
These two areas involve three key activities:
•

Identifying segments of customers, products, or other relevant infonnation that
can help your company effectively target the sale of your products and services

•

Gaining insight into each customer's buying behavior and preferences to create
targeted and personalized offers

•

Identifying the prospects and customers most likely to take specific actions
such as purchase, return, enroll, activate, or cancel so you can better respond to
their needs

Although there are many solutions that can help you build predictive models to
identify customers and their buying habits, you can also take a more direct route for
completing each task. You can ask your customers what they want. You can conduct
surveys and focus groups to determine how satisfied they are with your products and
services. You can have your customers respond to online surveys when they log in and
register at your site. When you interview your customers, forecasting and predictive
modeling complement your empirical research efforts.

ANALYSIS ACTIVITIES. Analyzing and modeling customer information is key to
identifying and building relationships with customers. Building segmentation models,
ranking and scoring customer information and segmentation models, and creating
customer behavior models are all important tasks. Analysis activities to undertake can
include:

•

Interaction Analysis. Interaction analysis measures how different segments
interact. It typically compares two different segmentation models, for example,
comparing risk to value segments to product segments.

•

Dependency Analysis. Dependency analysis shows how members of a specific
segment exist within other segments. It determines similarities between
segments and identifies clusters for evaluating customer behavior.

•

Cross-Segment Migration. Cross-segment migration identifies how people
change over time. It tracks how specific high-value buyers have moved to
become medium- or low-value customers so that the company can take action.
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•

Category Management Analysis. Category management analysis defines how
you track and measure specific product-related activities. By creating segments
of products, stores, time periods, and customers, this analysis activity helps
simplify the visual communication to help extract consistent meaning from
your data.

•

Promotion Analysis. Promotion analysis tracks and measures the relative
performance of groups of products, customers, and time periods. It measures
the relative performance of promoted and non-promoted products for control
and indexes the performance of different time periods.

•

Market Basket Analysis. Market basket analysis determines which products
consumers tend to buy in concert with other products, providing clues for
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.

•

Survey Analysis. Survey analysis tracks the relative responses of different
groups of customers to a questionnaire or survey. It compares and contrasts
these groups to a larger population and to each other. Seeking feedback from
customers and then measuring and acting on the responses is an integral part of
a multichannel e-business strategy.

Optimizing the Value of the Relationships
This last area is one of the most difficult activities to implement, and you can't begin it
until you've undertaken the first two. Optimizing the value of your customer
relationships implies that you've successfully built customer relationships and you
want to deepen them. To do this you will need to understand the value of the customer
to your business. You'll undertake activities such as:
•

Estimating the time to next purchase or the time period in which the customer
is most likely to act so you can be responsive to the customer's needs.

•

Estimating the long-term value of customers and change in long-term value
caused by various types of marketing actions.

•

Developing business planning and forecasting models. Planning models can
translate customer interaction plans into projections of changes in the size of
segments of the customer base as well as e-business revenue, costs, and cash
flows by month for a specified number of years. Ultimately these models can
even help to define the value of the company's total customer experience.
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Forecasting models can also estimate detailed operational "demand-chain"
service performance measures such as hourly and daily inbound telephone calls
or Web order volumes, daily catalog order volumes, and even catalog response
rates.
•

Identifying key metrics and performance indicators that best depict the extent
to which critical processors are being executed, the success of marketing
activities, the degree to which major strategies are being followed or are
achieving their objectives, and your company's overall "flight deck" strategy.

•

Using decision-support tools to help automate analysis tasks and customer
interaction processes.

2.4 Major ways of achieving competitive advantage in Thai retail business in
term of construction equipments. (Use 5 forces, 3 generic strategies)
As Michel Porter said on competitive strategy and competitive advantage
form as the main bases for the core concepts as:

2.4.1

The five competitive forces of industry structures:
In construction retail business, there are 5 basic forces that determines its
competitive structure, these are:
I) The threats of new entrants.
2) The threat of substitutes products and services.
3) The bargaining power of suppliers.
4) The bargaining power of customers.
5) The rivalry among the existing competitors.
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These 5 competitive forces determine an industry's and similarly, a firm's growth
and profitability because the influence the prices firms can charge for their
products and service, the costs they have to bear, and the investment required to
compete in the industry-the elements of return in investment. Hence, a good
understanding of the industry structure and the rules of competition embodied in
the 5 competitive is fundamental basis in determine the appropriate competitive
strategy of a firm. Ultimately the goal of competitive strategy is to be in a position
in the industry where a firm can best defend it against the 5 competitive forces or
can influence them in favor.
Industry profits may be conceptualized as a fixed pie. This profit pie expands
or shrinks through the influence of the major structural forces. Changes in the size of
the profit pie also change the profit share of individual firms in the industry. Next, we
examine how each structural force shapes industry profits and competition.

Barriers to Entry
An important determinant of profitability is the number of competitors within
an industry who compete for a share of industry profits. This number of competitors
depends on who can enter the industry and effectively compete in it. Entry barriers are
economic and technological forces that prevent outside firms from competing in an
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industry. These barriers protect existing competitors from outsiders attracted to join
the industry, some of whom might be highly-diversified and powerful. If entry barriers
are low, threats from potential entrants are viable because outsiders can easily come
into the industry and increase competition within it. This reduces the total profits
industry participants can share. If entry barriers are high, outsiders cannot easily join
the industry. This protects the industry and its profits. Entry barriers depend on
technological and commercial relationships within the industry. The most important
barriers to entry are cost advantages, product differentiation, access to distribution
channels, and miscellaneous barriers such as patents and monopolistic control over
raw materials.
1.Cost Advantages
In some industries, economic efficiency increases with the scale of operation of a
production unit. As volume increases, average costs decline. Scale economies exist as
long as a firm can distribute overhead and other fixed costs over many units. In every
industry there is a minimum economic scale at which a production unit must operate
for it to be efficient and competitive. If this minimum scale of operation is large, it
requires a large amount of capital to establish and reduces the number of viable
competitors. To see how economies of scale act as barriers to entry, consider two
contrasting industries: the ballpoint pen industry and the automobile industry.
Ballpoint pens can be assembled in a small workshop. They need a small assembly
line and pre-molded parts. A few molding machines can mold the pen body, clips,
rings, washers, and ink tubes. The cost of setting up this kind of workshop could be as
low as $50,000. In contrast, the cost of establishing an economically feasible
automobile assembly plant could easily run into several hundred million dollars.
Purchasing economic advantages of scale also occur because firms can buy raw
materials in large quantities at discounts not available to competitors.
Sometimes, consumers must incur costs when they replace one product or service with
another. Switching costs determine how easy or difficult it is for consumers to change
purchases. If switching costs are high, consumers continue to use the same product.
They remain loyal to a familiar product and continue to buy it, despite the availability
of alternatives. If switching costs are low, customers tend to experiment with new and
different products. They try several products and may even substitute those from other
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industries to fill their needs. Thus, a high switching cost acts as a barrier to entry by
discouraging consumers from trying new products offered by new entrants. Switching
costs depend on consumer preferences, habits, and brand loyalty. Sometimes the
product's functional attributes create switching costs. For example, American Hospital
Supply creates high switching costs through custom-tailored software. It gives its
client hospitals a computer system and associated software for ordering supplies and
maintaining inventory control. It also trains hospital personnel how to use this system.
Once accustomed to this system, hospitals find it difficult to switch to alternative
suppliers. In this case, switching suppliers would involve changing ordering
procedures, computer systems, software packages, input data, and internal recordkeeping procedures. In contrast, consumers of toothpaste have very low switching
costs associated with trying different brands. Buying toothpaste from a grocery store
can be almost an impulsive decision. It takes little effort or risk by the consumer to
switch from one toothpaste to another.
A final cost advantage occurs from learning, or cumulative experience, that enables a
firm to improve its processes, extend its network of relationships, add to its knowledge
base, and build on past contracts. All of these reduce total costs and hence offer an
advantage from longevity. Over time, a firm should become more efficient and
establish an insurmountable lead its competitors or new entrants cannot overcome.
2. Product Differentiation
Product differentiation refers to how easy or difficult it is to distinguish products in an
industry. Product differentiation may be based on objective features of the product or
on perceived features. Perceived features include brand image, novelty, status image,
and fashion appeal. Industries in which it is easy and inexpensive to differentiate
products experience high product and brand proliferation. If creating product
differentiation is technologically difficult and expensive, it limits the entry of new
products into the industry. Creating differentiation requires creative product and
package designs. It may require heavy investments into advertising and promotion to
convince consumers that the product is really different and unique. The apparel
industry is one in which it is easy and inexpensive to differentiate products. Products
can be differentiated by fabric material, designs, color, size, and price. But since these
are easy to imitate, the barriers to entry are low. New competitors enter and exit the
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industry quite frequently. In contrast, the transparent adhesive tape industry produces a
standardized product that is difficult to differentiate and hence others cannot easily
imitate. Few new companies have entered this industry in the past decade.
3. Access to Distribution Channels
Easy access to distribution channels lowers barriers to entry into an industry. New
entrants can easily distribute their products without having to invest in creating a new
distribution network. Entry is more difficult in industries where existing participants
control distribution. For example, consider the gasoline industry. Large oil companies
such as Exxon, Shell Oil, Texaco, and Mobil control distribution outlets. New entrants
into this industry cannot sell gasoline through existing outlets owned or franchised by
these companies. They must create new outlets to distribute their products. In contrast,
the distribution channels for hand tools are easily accessible to new entrants who can
sell their offerings through existing privately-owned hardware stores or home
improvement centers. They also can create new outlets by offering attractive margins
to general merchandisers. In some cases, entrants create a new distribution channel
such as using catalogues, telephone order and overnight delivery, and even the
Internet.
4. Miscellaneous Barriers

All of these factors contribute to creating barriers to entry, but they do not exist evenly
in all industries. In some industries, one source of entry barrier is more important than
others. More significantly, the barriers to entry change continually due to new
competitive strategies. Sometimes technology patents, raw materials monopoly, large
capital requirements, and changing regulations can act as important barriers to entry.
These absolute advantages are independent of scale, differentiation, or distribution. If
a company has patents on a particular product, it can prevent other manufacturers
from making that product and entering the industry or provide an absolute cost
advantage regardless of output level.

Th~s

is common in the proprietary drugs and

pharmaceuticals industry. Patents provide protection from competition for a specific
period. Monopolistic control over raw materials also can act as a barrier to entry. For
example, De Beers controls more than 60% of the worldwide supply of raw diamonds.
This makes it very difficult for any new entrant to play an important role in the
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diamond industry. A large capital requirement also acts as a barrier to entry. Not
only is it difficult to obtain a larger capital requirement, but the high level also
imposes higher risks which prevent smaller competitors from entering the industry.
Thus, a small business with access to limited capital can enter a competitive industry
or build at small scale, but will not compete effectively where large capital
requirements act as a barrier to entry.
Regulations are a final source of competitive advantage. For example, at one time the
United States government controlled entry into the airlines industry; the government
permitted airlines to operate particular routes. Airline deregulation in 1978 eliminated
the requirement of obtaining government permission to operate routes. This opened up
the industry to free competition. Regulatory changes also create uncertainty for
potential new entrants into an industry and thus may discourage their entry.
Companies in an industry can collectively create barriers to entry. They can lobby for
protective legislation. They can create highly differentiated products or an industry
standard. They can require long-term contracts or make agreements with a union that
make it difficult for newcomers to compete. They can create high switching costs. And
they can restrict access to distribution channels. It is important for managers to
understand entry barriers in their industry. They should assess how entry barriers
affect the number of new entrants and rivalry in the industry.
Rivalry Among Competitors
Competition and profitability within an industry also depend on the intensity of rivalry
among existing competitors. Competitive rivalry consists of dynamic moves and
countermoves by competitors to attract buyers and capture a larger share of demand.
Every time one firm makes a strategic move it can expect its competitors to retaliate.
This retaliation may take the form of changes in product designs, promotional
strategies, packaging, advertising, and prices. Price reduction is a commonly-used
competitive strategy. However, price wars reduce total industry profits by reducing
industry revenues. Thus, fierce rivalry within an industry can be detrimental to its
profitability. Rivalry among competitors depends on several factors. They include the
number of competitors and their relative power and size distribution, industry growth
rate, fixed and storage costs, switching costs, size of capacity augmentation, diversity
of competitors, stakes of individual competitors, and exit barriers.
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1. Number of Competitors and Their Relative Power and Size Distribution

The total number of competitors is an important determinant of the nature of
competitive rivalry. More competitors means more competitive interactions and more
rivalry. More competitors also means smaller average shares of the profit pie for each
firm. In the early 1990s, the personal computer industry matured into a highly
rivalrous, multiple-competitor industry. In this industry, giant companies such as,
IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), and Compaq Computers lost market
share to nimbler entrants such as Dell and Gateway. The relative power balance
among competitors moderates competitive rivalry. If competitors are nearly equal in
size and power, they may tend to avoid direct confrontation. They fear upsetting the
industry balance. If they are vastly different in size, larger competitors may encroach
on the turf of smaller ones to expand their markets. Industry balance can also be upset
by new entrants into the industry and by large changes in the size of competing firms.
When these situations occur, the industry experiences many new competitive
strategies and retaliations that heighten competitive rivalry. For example, Philip
Morris entered the brewing industry by buying Miller Brewing in the late 1970s. This
completely upset the competitive structure of the beer industry. It triggered a series of
competitive moves by existing beer companies. Smaller brewing companies were
bought by larger ones and industry consolidation resulted.
2. Industry Growth Rate
The growth rate of an industry determines the total size of the profit pie. When the
industry growth rate is high, the total profits available for sharing among competitors
is also high and growing. There is low likelihood of competitors fighting with each
other, because each competitor can get sufficient profits to survive. If the industry has
matured, its growth rate is low. This limits the size of the total profit pie. For any one
firm to do well or improve its performance, it has to capture market share from its
competitors. This leads to retaliation and more rivalry among competitors. Thus,
pressures of rivalry are lower in high-growth industries. Current examples of such
industries are biotechnology and computer software. In contrast, mature, declining, or
low-growth industries, such as steel and soft drinks, experience high rivalry.
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3. Fixed and Storage Costs
Industries in which fixed costs or storage costs are high experience intense rivalry
among competitors. High fixed costs or storage costs can place significant debt burden
on firms. They put pressure on firms to liquidate inventories and maintain highcapacity utilization. In such situations, it is important for firms to turn over their
working capital quickly and make the best use of their fixed assets. To reduce storage
costs and eliminate old model inventory, auto manufacturers routinely discount
products, particularly around the end of the year. This often triggers price wars that
reduce total industry profits and create higher rivalry among competitors.
4. Switching Costs
Industries with low switching costs have high competitive rivalry. Customers are free
to choose and change their suppliers. Continuous switching between products by
customers creates high uncertainty for competitors and encourages them to engage in
retaliatory moves. The lack of switching costs also makes it easy for consumers to
shop around for the best price. This puts the industry under continuous price pressure.
Over time, the lowering of prices erodes industry profitability and increases
competition.
5. Size of Capacity Augmentation
In some industries production capacity must be added in large sizes. These industries

experience more intense competitive rivalry than industries in which capacity can be
augmented in small increments. This is so because large-sized new plants are very
expensive and require a great commitment of financial resources. To recoup these
investments, firms charge higher prices and market their products aggressively to gain
market share. This leads to more intense rivalry among competitors. Moreover, each
round of capacity addition upsets the balance of supply and demand within the
industry. Every time a new plant opens, it creates a large additional capacity. So it is
beneficial for one competitor (and then another) to reduce prices, sell more, and
improve capacity utilization. This leads other competitors to retaliate and the entire
industry gets out of balance.
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6. Diversity of Competitors

The more diverse the competitors are in terms of their origins and operating styles, the
more diverse their competitive strategies become. Diverse strategies elicit a variety of
responses and lead to higher competitive rivalry. Foreign competitors and competitors
from other industries increase diversity. They create new competitive moves and new
forms of retaliation that increase rivalry. New competitors have different personalities,
objectives, and resource bases. They can pursue new strategies to enter an industry,
thereby creating an imbalance in the industry. Diversity among competitors also
creates higher uncertainty. Existing industry participants do not know the capabilities
of new competitors or what to expect from them. The presence of high uncertainty
encourages rivalry. The entry of Philip Morris into the brewing industry, mentioned
earlier, illustrates this point. Philip Morris entered the slow-moving and mature
brewing industry with strong financial and marketing skills that it had mastered in the
tobacco industry. It applied these skills to developing new strategies, new packaging,
and new product design ideas for promoting Miller Beer. This upset the balance of
forces, market shares, and marketing strategies within the brewing industry. Within a
few years, Miller became the second-largest brand in the industry.
7. Stakes of Individual Competitors

The willingness of individual competitors to retaliate against others also depends on
their stakes within the industry. In today's environment, most large corporations
operate in multiple industries. This allows them to diversify their risks. Nevertheless,
if a company has unusually large stakes in any one industry, it will pay more attention
to strategic changes within that industry. If there are any threats to its performance
within the industry, it is likely to retaliate with much greater vigor. For example,
Coca-Cola diversified into the soft drinks, wine, and entertainment industries. It had
very large stakes in the soft drinks industry and smaller stakes in wine and
entertainment. It reacted more aggressively and immediately to challenges to its
market position in soft drinks than it did to threats to the other two industries where it
had smaller stakes. In fact, even a decline in its market share in the soft drinks industry
evokes a strong response from Coca-Cola which has a large emotional commitment to
dominating that beverage segment.
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8. Exit Barriers

Exit barriers refer to costs or other obstacles that prevent or discourage a firm from
departing an industry.

These include high umecovered fixed costs, labor

commitments, unsold inventories, and a strategic interdependence among businesses.
Sometimes there are emotional and psychological barriers to exit. If a company has
been in an industry for a long time, its management may become committed to staying
in it. The company may continue operating in an industry, even when it is not
profitable to do so. Undesirable assets are also difficult to dispose and established
management might know more about running the business than a potential buyer. In
industries where exit barriers are high, competitors face higher rivalry. This is because
finns unable to exit from the industry must remain in it and do the best they can even
when conditions are undesirable. Firms thus stuck in the industry try to survive
through aggressive and desperate price competition. The most important point to
remember about rivalry among competitors is that it changes continually. The entry of
one or two competitors can completely change the balance of rivalry within the
industry.
Bargaining Power of Buyers

Buyer power refers to the ability of purchasers to get favorable terms of trade with
sellers. Powerful buyers can get attractive price discounts, better credit terms, better
product quality, and more product support services from industry suppliers. Because
these concessions are costly, they have the effect of reducing industry profits. Buyers
attempt to get the best value for their money, and by so doing they put downward
pressure on industry profitability. The power of buyers depends on several factors:
buyer concentration, degree of product differentiation, buyer switching costs, access to
backward integration, impact of the product on the buyer's product quality, and the
amount of information available to the buyer.
1. Buyer Concentration

Industries that have a high concentration of buyers (i.e., an oligopoly with only a few
large buyers) are too dependent on them. Buyers in these industries can be very
powerful and can extract better products, prices, and terms of trade from the industry.
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For example, key buyers for diskette drives are the few large computer companies that
manufacture personal and mini-computer systems. Some larger buyers, such as IBM
and DEC, wield enormous power over suppliers. Similarly, Sears, Roebuck brands
consumer products with its own name. It buys in large quantities and is able to exert
great influence on its vendors. It virtually dictates product specifications, packaging,
price, delivery terms, and payment terms. In contrast, in industries that have a large
number of buyers each customer tends to be small. Small individual buyers cannot
exert much pressure on the industry. Such is the case in the personal products and
cosmetics industry. The industry has large suppliers such as Avon, Mary Kay, and
Estee Lauder. Buyers in this industry are individuals who buy in small quantities.
They have neither the power nor the inclination to elicit attractive terms of trade from
the sellers.
2. Degree of Product Differentiation
High degree of product differentiation has the effect of limiting buyer power. In
industries with highly differentiated products, most products have unique features. To
obtain certain product features, buyers may have no choice but to buy from a specific
manufacturer. For example, fighter airplanes are a highly differentiable product.
Buyers seeking to buy planes with specific characteristics have a limited choice of
manufacturers. Thus they have limited power to influence the terms of trade. In
contrast, the degree of differentiation in luggage bags is low. Luggage buyers have the
flexibility of buying from virtually any manufacturer in the industry. This increases
the buyer's ability to negotiate better terms.
3. Buyer Switching Costs
Another factor that determines the bargaining power of buyers is switching costs. If
switching costs are low, dissatisfied buyers can easily move from one supplier to
another. Their flexibility in choosing among alternative sellers is a source of power. It
gives them an advantage in negotiating better business terms from suppliers. On the
other hand, if switching costs are high, buyers are locked into specific suppliers. They
cannot insist on better terms of trade. Thus, higher switching costs limit the bargaining
power of buyers.
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4. Access to Backward Integration
Backward integration by a company is the strategy of acquiring raw materials or
manufacturing subassemblies that go into its products. Consider automobile
manufacturers. They normally buy carburetors, tires, batteries, shock absorbers, and so
forth from ancillary suppliers. It is feasible, however, for automakers to integrate
upstream by manufacturing these supplies themselves. If buyers of an industry can
easily make (rather than buy) their own supplies, they gain bargaining power over the
industry. The threat of backward integration is real only with powerful buyers-those
with the financial clout and technological capability to manufacture their supplies.
5. Impact of Product on Buyer's Product Quality
When a product serves as an input into other products, it can severely affect the quality
of the end product. In such cases, buyers have limited power over producers. While
buyers have a large incentive to exercise some measure of control over such an
important resource, they are willing to give the producing industry better terms of
trade to ensure that they receive the best-quality products. For example, fuel injection
systems used in automobiles are a sophisticated, precision-made product. The
automobile industry purchases these fuel injection systems from independent
suppliers. Effective performance of these systems is critical for the performance of the
expensive automobiles that use them. Automobile manufacturers have limited power
over these suppliers because the quality and precision of this product is vital to them.
They are willing to pay higher prices and give better terms of trade these suppliers
demand to ensure the right quality and delivery schedules.
6. Amount of Information Available to the Buyer
The power of buyers critically depends on the amount of information they have about
product quality, cost structure, and performance characteristics. The buyer can use this
information to negotiate better terms of trade with suppliers. The more information the
buyer has, the more likely the buyer will extract better terms of trade from the
industry. Better terms of trade for buyers means less revenues and profits for the
industry. In large companies, buying is now a specialized task handled by professional
purchasing departments.
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Bargaining Power of Suppliers
Suppliers of raw materials influence industry profitability and competition by affecting
the cost of production. If suppliers are powerful, they can obtain high prices for the
raw materials they provide. They may also negotiate favorable tenns of trade. They
can decide product features, packaging, payment schedule, credit tenns, transportation,
insurance, and delivery costs and schedules. The bargaining power of suppliers
depends on the same variables that shape the bargaining power of buyers. These
include concentration of suppliers, importance of industry to suppliers, threat of
forward integration, access to other sources of supply, and the nature oflabor supply.

1. Concentration of Suppliers
Just as the number of buyers was a detenninant of buyer power, the number of
suppliers is a crucial detenninant of supplier power. If an industry has many suppliers,
it has the option of buying from many different sources. Suppliers try to meet industry
requirements, but they lack power because they are substitutable. In the opposite case
where there are only a few suppliers to the industry, customers are more dependent on
each one. Suppliers can demand and get favorable tenns of trade from the industry.
For example, defense contracting firms are limited in number. Each firm specializes in
a narrow set of products or services. Such firms are able to charge the government
premium prices for their expertise and equipment.
2. Importance of Industry to Suppliers
Another factor that detennines the bargaining power of suppliers is how important the
industry is to them as a customer. If the industry consumes a large part of the
suppliers' output, it would be considered important. The suppliers would be willing to
meet the industry's demands for better tenns of trade. If the industry is not an
important buyer, then it would have limited bargaining power. For example, the
automobile industry is an important customer of the rubber tires industry. Tire
manufacturers work closely with auto manufacturers and attempt to meet their
requirements on product quality, delivery, and payment tenns.
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3. Threat of Forward Integration
Forward integration refers to a company entering downstream businesses that bring its
finished goods closer to customers. For example, if a steel manufacturer starts
producing steel furniture, it would be integrating forward. Similarly, petroleumrefining companies integrate forward into oil distribution by buying gas stations. If
industry suppliers can enter the industry through forward integration, they increase the
intensity of competition. New entrants mean more competing firms, each sharing a
smaller part of industry profits. The entry of suppliers into an industry jeopardizes the
competitive position of existing industry participants. The new entrant has better
control over supplies. Credible threats of forward integration from suppliers enhance
their bargaining power. Forward integration is a threat only if suppliers have enough
financial, marketing, and technological resources to enter the industry. For example,
silicon chip manufacturers such as Intel, Motorola, and Advanced Micro Devices
supply microprocessor and memory chips to the personal computer (PC) industry.
They are a perennial threat to PC manufacturers because they control the development
and supply of the most crucial PC components and they could assemble computers
with relatively minor effort.

4. Access to Other Sources of Supply
Access to alternative sources of supply reduces the bargaining power of suppliers.
Sometimes an industry can substitute products from current suppliers with products
from other industries. Or an industry may be able to buy from foreign suppliers. New
technologies or shifting market requirements or demands might even obsolete current
supplies. Suppliers are thus pressured to give the industry good terms of trade. For
example, bottlers of soft drinks can buy containers made of glass, plastic, metal, paper,
or composite materials. Each of these supply industries knows it is interchangeable
and therefore vulnerable.

5. Labor Supply
In labor-intensive industries scarcity of necessary workers can be an important
bargaining chip. The strength of labor unions, government regulations, and labor
market conditions influence the cost of labor. In highly unionized industries, such as
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automobiles, steel, and construction, strong labor unions control the supply and price
of labor. In these industries, manufacturers have little flexibility in changing the cost
of labor; they have to pay high wages and provide certain working conditions. This
increases their cost of production and reduces profitability.
Threats from Substitute Products
The final element that affects industry competition and profitability is the pressure
from substitute products. Substitute products erode the sales and revenues of the
industry. They may even eliminate demand for an industry's product altogether.
Industries with products that can be easily replaced by products from other industries
are always under revenue and profit pressures. For example, the invention of ballpoint
pens in the 1950s severely cut into the sales of fountain pens. Within a few years the
total demand for fountain pens declined by 80%. Similarly, mechanical pencils are a
substitute for ordinary wooden pencils; they continue to displace the demand for
pencils. More recently, compact disk players are replacing record players. In contrast,
if an industry's product is unique and serves very unusual functions, it cannot be
substituted easily. An example of this is the CAT (computerized axial topography)
scanner. This is such a highly specialized instrument that it faces no threat of
substitution by other products.
Besides product substitution, another form of substitution can create pressure on
industry profitability and competition. Substitution of new raw materials, components,
and subassemblies directly affects the cost of manufacture. GM substituted cheaper,
but functionally equivalent, plastics for expensive brass and metal alloy components.
This reduced GM's materials costs and the weight of its cars. It also gave GM a
competitive advantage over other carmakers. Changes in production costs create wider
price variation in the industry and increase competitive rivalry. We will now look
more closely at competition within industries.
To formulate competitive business strategies, it is essential to understand the structure
of competition and the determinants of industry profitability. There are many views of
how competition works within industries. Chamberlin and his colleagues viewed
competition as a resource-based phenomenon. They identified three basic types of
competitive firms: monopolies, oligopolies, and perfectly competitive firms. In these
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situations, a single firm, a few large firms, or many similar-sized firms, respectively,
controlled the market. Schumpeter saw technological revolutions and productmarket shifts as key determinants of capitalistic competition and economic change. A
third view of competition is the industry/organization model. This view yields a
more detailed understanding of the economic structure and the complex dynamics of
competition. It holds that the competitive structure of an industry and the conduct of
firms within it influence financial returns in the industry.
Many structural forces shape industry competition. Threats to entry into the industry,
one of these forces, are a function of entry barriers. Important entry barriers include
economies of scale, product differentiation, switching costs, and access to distribution
channels. There may also be miscellaneous barriers such as technology patents, raw
materials monopoly, and changing government regulations.
A second structural force is the intensity of rivalry among existing competitors.
Fierce rivalry within an industry is detrimental to its profitability. More competitors
mean more interactions and more rivalry. Factors that influence competitive rivalry
include power balance among competitors, industry growth rate, fixed and storage
costs, switching costs, size of capacity augmentation, and origins and style of
competitors. Higher exit barriers also tend to increase competitive rivalry.
Bargaining power of buyers is another determinant of competitive structure. The
power of buyers puts downward pressure on industry profits. A high concentration of
buyers makes industries dependent on a few buyers. Highly-differentiated products
limit buyers' power. Low switching costs increase buyers' power. If buyers of an
industry can easily manufacture products of that industry, they gain bargaining power.
Sometimes a product has an important impact on the quality of buyers' final product,
reducing their bargaining power. Similarly, the bargaining power of suppliers
influences industry profitability and competition. It affects costs of production. The
concentration of suppliers, importance of the industry to suppliers, threat of forward
integration, access to other sources of supply, and labor conditions influence supplier
power.
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Pressure from substitute products as well as material substitution create pressure on
industry profitability and competition. Cheaper substitute materials lower the cost of
production for some industry participants and make them more competitive.
All of these industry conditions - those emanating from the industry's external context
and its internal structure - evolve over time. Supply and demand conditions change,
and finns enter and exit to accommodate new market requirements. In essence, the
industry goes through a life cycle similar to company and product life cycles. It is
born, grows, and fades. As the industry evolves, new firms will exploit opportunities
by competing in a unique niche or capturing an advantage as a buyer or seller. It is
difficult to predict the duration and shifts of an industry's life cycle, but excess profits
are often temporary as its structural forces change. In the long run, competitive
dynamics force prices down so profit levels adjusted for risk tend to achieve a uniform
level for most competitive industries. Knowing this, firms should strive to erect
sustainable advantages that protect them from shifts in the industry's context and
forces.

2.4.2 Generic strategic for competitive advantage (CA)

Based on the analysis of the industry structure a firm can choose a strategy to
gain competitive advantage over its rival. Competitive advantage grows fundamentally
out of value firm is able to create for its customers that exceeds the firm's cost creating
it. Value is what customers are willing to pay, and superior value stems from offering
lower prices that competitor for equivalent benefits or providing unique benefits that
more than offset a high prices.
A firm can have 2 basic types of competitive advantage:
1)

Lower cost

2)

Differentiation

These, combined with the firm's competitive scope, or the breadth of activities
which a firm seeks to achieve within its industry from the three generic strategies
which lead to superior performance in an industry: cost leadership, differentiation and
focus has 2 variants, cost focus and different focus.
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Cost leadership

The generic strategy of cost leadership aims to establish superiority in the retail
market by becoming a low-cost producer in the construction's equipment industry.
This means that a firm to be a cost leader perfonns its operation or services at the
lowest costs compared with its competitors. A firm sets out to do this by gaining the
ability to design, produce or execute and market a comparable product or service more
efficiently that it's competitors. At equivalent or lower prices than its competitors, a
firm's lower costs translate into superior returns.

Differentiation
This generic strategy pursues a condition where firm offers a unique and superior
product or service along some dimensions that are valued by customers.
Differentiation allows a firm to earn high returns by commanding a premium price. By
differentiating, a firm can establish a defensible position against the 5 competitive
forces in the industry.

Focus
The choice of a focus strategy directs a firm to focus on a narrow competitive scope
within a construction's equipment industry. Its action plan is to target a particular
group of customers, a specific type of product or service, or a certain geographic
market and meet their needs better than the competitors. The cost focus as a variant
seeks a cost advantage in the target segment, while the differentiation focus aims to
differentiate in the target segment

2.5 Impact of Technology on Industry Structure.
- Individual and marketing Influences.
Retailers have become accustomed to investing millions of dollars in the latest
software and hardware systems to support mission critical operational systems. In fact,
the logistical side of most successful retail information solutions reflects top-notch
thought and organization. These organizations have implemented highly sophisticated
systems that control the flow of merchandise throughout the enterprise, and also
feature planning, budgeting, forecasting and reporting systems. Most have
sophisticated merchandising systems that support a vast number of internal buyers and
the vendors they buy from. Store transactions are also well covered, with new POS
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(Point Of Sales) systems sitting on store counters collecting enormous amounts of
data. Many retail chains have also spent millions of Bahts on Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems that improve accounts payable, general ledger and other
accounting functions.
Yet these systems generally operate on different IT platforms that do not communicate
with each other. At most companies, the information in these systems is not effectively
integrated into a common "analytical layer" that utilizes common databases and
information delivery mechanisms. As a result, even at the biggest retail chains, the
larger dimensions of CI (Customer Intelligence) -

analytics, applications and

platforms - can be surprisingly archaic.
Often, information is not shared beyond the confines of any single corporate group.
For example, reporting typically requires re-keying information into basic
spreadsheets. Furthermore, financial teams in different units may be cut off from store
managers, who traditionally have done their "analysis" through hard-copy reports
mailed to them by the home office after the information is potentially several weeks
old. However, with the advent of the web and sophisticated analytical applications that
run through a browser, reporting and analysis can be pushed to the front-lines where
store managers and associates are able to access and act quickly on the information.
This creates the potential for collaboration between skilled analysts at corporate and
valuable resources in the field.
For example, one large chain uses Arthur planning software for its merchandise
planning by Oracle for its expense planning. The company spent millions on each
system, but the programs do not integrate. As a result, basic information such as
Department store and new store sales plans must constantly be extracted between the
systems, or re-keyed from hard-copy reports. Unfortunately, this lack of integration
between Merchandise and Operations Planning is the rule rather than the exception for
most retailers.
•

A relational database layer that supports meta-data and more granular-level
information for more detailed analysis.

•

An Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) database layer that provides speed-

of-thought access to more summarized information with read-write capabilities
to support modeling and planning.
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•

A delivery layer that consists of common interfaces across the enterprise,
capable of easily communicating with the underlying databases that support
them.
Consumer behavior due to Customer demands drive change.
Customers have become more demanding than ever before and will continue to

become more demanding in the future. As a result of continuous improvements in
service capabilities and responsiveness, customers expect their orders to be delivered
on time, wherever needed, and in the manner they want it -- without exception. These
escalating customer expectations have placed a significant burden on those companies
still struggling to gain control of, and leverage, their value-chain operations.

Competing on price is becoming less and less a choice, and quality is the price of
participation. To compete successfully, companies are finding that they must
distinguish themselves with superior service throughout the entire business cycle -from the buying experience to the delivery experience. For many products, the Internet
has effectively eliminated the cost of changing suppliers -- the competition is just a
click away. To be a market leader today, companies must strive for execution
excellence, measuring success via customer retention. Because the Internet has
lowered the cost of changing suppliers, companies are forced to differentiate
themselves with superior service and consistent delivery performance. The rise of ecommerce also has forced companies to increase the velocity and responsiveness of
their value chains in order to rapidly respond to changing demand and supply
conditions. As customers, products, and business models continue to change,
fulfillment processes will need to be increasingly flexible and capable of
accommodating new initiatives. So Information Systems has a main role to help many
Thai retail businesses to alleviate the problems as well as increase sales volumes,
improve customers' satisfaction in the Thai retail business in term of construction
equipments.
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CHAPTER ID: PROJECT METHODOLOGY
3.1 Sample size background and characteristics.
Sample size is one of the important things when we conduct the questionnaires
because it can help us to do projects and know what is going on wage of Information
Systems in the Thai retail companies in terms of construction equipments. So sample
size background for this project focuses on the people who are in the Thai retail
business in term of construction equipments. The age should focus on 25-50 years,
because they may be the owners of their retail business and other related jobs in this
industry. Moreover, we identify the education from below bachelor degree until
doctorate degree to know the effects of education, ages and sex are effected in the Thai
retail companies. The reasons we identify the education since below the Bachelor
degree because some of the Thai retail owners may not have a Bachelor degree but
they can be the owners of their shops so we provided 100 questionnaires to people
who are in Thai retail companies in term of construction equipments in order to know
what is the real problem and what they think about the suitable solutions that may or
may not involve the Information Systems and know what they think about Customer
Intelligence (CI) to solve the problems as well as increase customers' satisfaction.

3.2 Scope of Study.
This project concentrates on 100 Construction equipments Companies in
Bangkok by using questionnaires through Thai retail companies and HomePro. The
project will focus on the tools to help Thai Construction equipments in retail business.
By the way, construction equipments in Thai retail business a wide range of products,
so it's impossible to cover all construction equipments products. Therefore, only a few
products are chosen for this study.

3.3 Data Collection Method.
This study covers all technique we use as following:
Data collection:

•

Tools:
We are also analyzing our questions and provide a communication study,

collecting information through questionnaires. 100 questionnaires in construction
equipments in Thai retail business with close-ended questions by separating it into 2
categories by: 70 questionnaires for Thai retail business and 30 questionnaires for
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Home Mart and HomePro. After we get the possible results through questionnaires, we
can use SPSS as the tool to formulate in order to be more accurate with the results.

Respondents:
In order to get the possible results from 100 respondents, we have to go in the
real situation to observe the prices of all construction equipments in Thai retail
business. The target of this project concerns the owners of construction equipment
shops and the managers of many Superstores in Bangkok and sub-area.
•

Data Analysis:
By analyzing our questionnaires, we use Descriptive Analysis in order to

analyze our responsiveness, so this project employs both primary and secondary data,
which are related to the subject being studied:

Primary data:
The data had been obtained through detailed questionnaires, so this project is
quantitative; all questions were close-ended, and the idea was to investigate and
analyze after gathering information.

Secondary data:
Our secondary data was collected through annual report and other publications
of many companies. Other journals, magazines and textbooks related to this topic as
well as from other official documents and reports were also useful.
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CHAPTER IV: THE ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE FOR
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS OF SMALL RETAIL BUSINESS IN
THAILAND.

This part is provided with analysis of I 00 questionnaires from Customer Intelligence
for Construction Equipments of Small Retail Business in Thailand by separate into
each category as following:

1. The problems in your organization according to your inventory system
and services to customers

26%

44%

39%

31%
•customers' demand can't meet products customers' satisfaction
• unsatisfied of after services

D problems with

D High

handling reverse logistics

prices of construction equipments

• Inconvenience of car parking

After we got 100 questionnaires we can see that customers' demand can't meet
products customers' satisfaction are the most important at 44% and the second is
unsatisfied of after services 33%, the third is problems with handling reverse logistics
31 %, the forth is High prices of construction equipments 39% and the last one is
Inconvenience of car parking 26%.
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2. The solutions they think are the best ways to eliminate your problems in
their organizations.

E2I Find the

reliable suppliers

• Find the lower of raw material

0%

sources

9.5%

D Improve the

logisics channel

to create customers'

D

satisfaction
Rearrange your own channels

24 Yo
•Using Information System to

18.5%

eliminate your problems and
increase your productivity
~Others

They think that using Information System to eliminate your problems and increase
your productivity is the most important with 41 % and the second is improve the
logistics channel to create customers' satisfaction 24%. The third is rearrange your
own channels 18.5%, the forth is find the reliable suppliers 9.5% and the least
important is Find the lower cost of raw material sources 7%
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3. The frequency when they order construction equipments from their
suppliers.

11%

11%

Ii 1 time I week
20%

• 2 times I week
D 3 times I week

30%

D 4 times/ week
• 5 times/week
28%

Most of small retail businesses have 1 time/week at 11 %, 2times/week at 20%, 3times/
week at 28%, 4 times/week at 30% to order construction equipments from their
suppliers at 30%

4. The place where most of retailers order construction equipments.

• Department Store
1~%

5%
• Superstore
37%
DHomePro

D Construction
equipment factory
•Others

The Thai retailers order construction equipments from Department store 1%,
Superstore 15%, HomePro 37%, and construction equipment factory at 56%.
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5. The amounts of suppliers they have.

15%

7%

~ 1-5 suppliers

30%

• 6-10 suppliers

D

11-15 suppliers

D

16-20 suppliers

• More than 30 suppliers.

19%

Most of them have 1-5 suppliers at 7%, 6-10 suppliers at 30% , 11-15 suppliers at
19%,and 16-20 suppliers at 29%, more than 30 suppliers at 15%.
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6. The decision-maker when the retail business has to order the products
from suppliers.

8%

0%

Iii Owner company
• Production Manager

29%

0

Sales Manager

0

Warehouse Staff

•others

21%

Most of the owners of small retail business are decision-makers when the organization
has to order the products from suppliers at 42%, Production Managers 21 %, Sales
Manager 29%, and Warehouse staff 8%.
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7. Estimate budgets when they order when you buy construction equipments.

115,000-10,000 Bht
11%

1%

10%

• 15,001-20,000 Bht

0

25,001-30,000 Bht

0 30,001-35,000 Bht
• 35,001-40,000 Bht

lfil 40,001-50,000

Bht

•More than 50,000 Bht

Most of retail business have cost about 5,000-10,000 baht at 1%,15,001-20,000
Bht at 10%, 25,001-30,000 Bht at 9%, 30,001 Baht - 35,000 Baht per time when
they have to order construction equipments from suppliers at 31%, 35,001 Baht 40,000 Baht and 40,000-500,000 Baht up at 19%, more than 11 %.
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8. The criteria they use in order to make decision when you select suppliers

49%

47%

42%

II Price of construction

equipments

• Reliability of construction shops

D Quality of construction
D Time period

equipments

of guarantee

• Time delivery after ordering
•Variety of products available to buyers
• The relationship of suppliers and buyers

E!il Ordering

opional for buyers e.g. ordering by phones through catalogs from factory

• Time period of payments
• Efficiency of distribution channel

Thai small retail business are emphasize on prices of construction equipments
at 47% Time period of guarantee 39% as the most important criteria when they make
decision to select suppliers. Reliability of construction shops is important at 53%;
quality of construction equipments is the highly important at 61 %, time delivery after
ordering is important at 45% and also with variety of products available to buyers at
39%. The relationship of suppliers and buyers is rather important and time period of
payments but not much at 31 % and 48%. Ordering optional for buyers e.g. ordering by
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phones through catalogs from factory and efficiency of distribution channel is highly
important at 42% and 49%.

9. The criteria they think as the competitive advantage over their
competitors.

56%

44%

Prices of construction equipments
• Reliability of cnstruction shops
D Quality of construction equipments
D Time period of guarantee
• Time delivery fter ordering
Variety of products available to customers
•The relationship of sellers to customers
D Ordering optional for customrs
• Time period of payments
•After sellAfter sell services to customers
D Eficiency of distribution channel

The criteria they think, as the competitive advantage over their competitors is
one of the important that most Thai retail business always emphasize now. Because if
they have the good competitive advantages over than competitors they can increase
sales volumes as well as create customers loyalty to customers and increase more
customers' satisfaction. By the way, most of Thai retail businesses are highly
emphasized about Prices of construction equipments at 56%. Reliability of
construction shops are important at 69%, quality of construction equipments, time
period of guarantee, time delivery after ordering, variety of products available to
customers, the relationship of sellers and customers, ordering optional for customers
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e.g. ordering by phones through catalogs, and Efficiency of distribution channel are
also important at 44%, 33%, 50%, 45%, 52%, 40%,49%, and 55% consequence. The
last one is Time period of payments is highly important at 49%

10.The criteria they think as the marketing strategies in their organization

42%

33%

50%

• Prices of construction equipments
• The leadership of construction products
D Quality of construction equipments
D Time period of guarantee
• Time delivery fter ordering
II Variety of products available to customers
• Provide promotion and discounts available to customers
Ul Ordering optional for customrs
• Time period of payments
•After sell services to customers
D High efficiency of distribution channel

There are many criteria that are important in Thai retail business that are the
leadership of construction products at 62%, quality of construction equipments at
57%, time period of guarantee 47%, time delivery after ordering at 39%, provide
promotion and discounts available to customers at 47%, time period of payments at
40%, high efficiency of distribution channel at 33%. Moreover, they also think that
prices of construction equipments are highly important by 50% and ordering optional
for customers e.g. ordering by phones through catalogs at 48%. Varieties of products
available to customers are rather important at 42%, and after sell services to customers
is the least important at 42%.
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11.The marketing strategies they think is the best strategies in their retail
business

49%

32%

II No.1

The high quality construction equipments

• No. 2 The focus of construction equipments' price in the retail shops

D

No.3 The high efficiency of distribution channels

D No.4 The differentiation

of construction products from competitors.

• No. 5 The leadership of construction and products available to customers in
retail shops.

Most of Thai retail businesses think that the high quality of construction
equipments is the most important as 49% and the second is the focus of construction
equipments' price in the retail business at 32%. The third is the high efficiency of
distribution channel at 31 %. The forth is the differentiation of construction products
from competitors at 30% and the least important is the leadership of construction and
products available to the customers in the retail business at 26%
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12. What they think about Information System is one of important thing to
help them to solve problems as well as increase sales volume in retail business.

16%

0%

84%

fl lnformtion

System is important in the retail shops

• 1nformtion System is not impotant in the retail shops

The numbers of Thai retail business think about Information System is one of
important thing to help them to solve problems as well as increase sales volume in
retail business at 84% because they think that it can help them to alleviate the
problems as well as increase productivity and sales volumes by applying these kinds
of technology into their organization. But some are not agree to apply of these things
about 16% because they think that it may high costs and take times to apply of these
kinds of technology.
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13. What Information System that they think it can improve productivity and
create customers' satisfaction according to their needs.

1.55%

6.20%

29.07%

26.74%

•Customer lntelligence(CI)
• Supply Chain Management(SCM)
D Customer Relationship Management(CRM)
D Artificial lntelligence(AI)
• Knowledge Management(KM)
•Others

Most of small Thai retail business thinks that Supply Chain Management
(SCM) is the most important Information System that can improve productivity and
create customers' satisfaction at 29. 07%. Because they have heard from many medias
about these kind of Information System that can help them in their organization. The
second is Customer Relationship Management (CRM) at 26.74% and the third is
Knowledge Management (KM) at 15.50%. By the way, most of Thai retail businesses
haven't heard much about "Customer Intelligence" at 81% never heard about this.
Only 14% of Thai retail businesses have heard about "Customer Intelligence". So
the possibility of "Customer Intelligence" can reduce costs and help them to send
product on time to customers is only 12% from 100 questionnaires and 86% of 100
questionnaires identify unknown of Customer Intelligence in the retail business in
term of construction equipments and 2% is not agree to use Customer Intelligence in
their retail companies.
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14. How Thai retailers have heard about Customer Intelligence?

0%

11%

l!!!'I Retailers heard about
Customer intelligence(CI)

• Retailers never heard
about (Customer
89%

Intelligence)

Most of Thai retailers have ever heard about Customer Intelligence (CI) 11 % and
never heard about it at 89%

15.The possibilities to use Customer Intelligence (CI) that can reduce costs and
help retailers to send products on time to customers.

mThe possibility of using
0%

11%

Cl to reduce costs and
help retailers to send
products on time to
• The non-possibility of
using Cl to reduce

89%

costs and help retailers
to send products on

The possibility of using CI to reduce costs and help retailers to send products on
time to customers at 11 % and The non-possibility of using CI to reduce costs and
help retailers to send products on time to customers at 89%.
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16. How "Customer Intelligence" can take advantages better than competitors in

the retail business.

5%

6%

0%

7%

10%

9%

It Create customer and

7%

9%

prospect profiles from both traditional and e-

business channels
• Identify your most profitable customers

D Discover and
D Optimize

plan how to communicate with customers

multichannel marketing campaigns

•Anticipate and drive customer needs

•Better relationship with suppliers

• Better relationship with suppliers Better relationship with suppliers

D Better efficiency of distribution

channel

• Predict likely customers behavior and response to retail shops

• Determine the stream of expected future profits from individual or groups
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From the 100 questionnaires, it shows that 86% are ignorant about these kinds
of Customer Intelligence. But some opinions of the people who are in the Thai retail
business agree to use Customer Intelligence because it can be highly important in
terms of create customer and prospect profiles from both traditional and e-business
channels at 7%, identify your most profitable customers at 11 %, discover and plan
how to communicate with customers 8%, anticipate and drive customer needs, and
better relationship with sellers and customers at 9%, better efficiency of distribution
channel and predict likely customers behavior and response to retail business at
10%,and the last one is promote additional products to individual customers based on
their unique profile of customers through customer intelligence at 5%. But some think
that optimizing multichannel marketing campaigns is important at 11 % as well as
better relationship with suppliers at 7%, determine the stream of expected future
profits from individual or groups of customers 8% and the least important is reducing
customer defection by providing customized services (content, special offers and
loyalty programs) based on the individual's value to the organization at 6%.
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General Information:
Gender:

0%

II Male

•Female

Age:

12%

5%

• 26-30 years

10%

• 31-35 years

D 36-40 years

15%
38%

D 41-45 years
• 51-55 years

20%

• 56-60 years
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Status:

0%

ml Single
•Marriage

Position:

10%
• Owner of company
48%

• Executive Manager

D Production
D Mkting

Manager

Manager

• Sales Manager
16%
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Education:

7%

1%

l'I Below Bachelor degree
• Bachelor Degree

D Master Degree

D Doctorate

Degree

Size of family:

14%

24%
•3-4 people

•s-6 people

21%

07-8 people

D More than
41%
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8 people

No. of employees:

5%

2%

lit 5-10 people

9%

• 11-20 people

33%

D 21-30

people

D 31-40

people

• 41-50 people
32%

ml 51-60

people

Income:

10%

0%

6%

26%

• 10,001-50,000 Bht

• 50,001-100,000 Bht

D 100,001-200,000 Bht

D 200,001-300,000 Bht

• 300,001-400,000 Bht

• 400,001-500,000 Bht

• More than 500,000 Bht

So after we got the 100 questionnaires we found that most of our targets are male at
78% and female 22%. The ages are about 31-35 years at 38% and 36-40 years at 20%.
The status is single is 35% and marriage is 65%. Most of them are the owners of their
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retail business at 48%. The education level is emphasizing on Bachelor Degree at 57%
and below Bachelor Degree at 35%. The family size is about 5-6 people at 41 % and 34 people at 24%. The numbers of employees are about 11-20 people in the retail
companies at 33% as the high numbers of people in their companies; the second is 2130 people at 32%. Finally, income level is about 50,001-100,000 Baht and 400,001500,000 Baht at 26%, and 100,001-200,000 Baht at 22%.
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After we provide all information about the questionnaires results we can
conclude as following:

Categories

Results

1. The problems in the retail organization

•

Customers' demand can't meet

according to the inventory system and

products customers' satisfaction

service to customers.

44%
•

High

pnces

of

construction

equipments 39%

2.The solution retailers think are the best

•

Unsatisfied of after services 33%

•

Using Information System to

ways to eliminate their

eliminate

problems in retail business.

increase your productivity 41 %
•

your

problems

and

Improve the logistics channel to
create

customers'

satisfaction

24%
•

Rearrange your own channels
18.5%

3.

The

frequency

construction

for

equipments

ordering Thai

from

retailers

their ordering

suppliers

are

frequency

construction

to

equipments

from their suppliers is 4 times/week at
30% and 3 times/week at 28%.

4.

The

place

Thai

retailers

order Department store 1%,

construction equipments

Superstore 15%,
HomePro 37%
construction equipment factory 56%.

5.The numbers of suppliers they have

There are 6-10 suppliers at 30% and
16-20 suppliers at 29%

6. The decision-maker when they have to

•

order the retail business products from
suppliers
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Owners of small retail business at
42%

•

Production Manager 21 %

•

Sales Manager 21 %

•

Sales Manager 29%

•

Warehouse staff 8%.

Categories

Results

7. Estimate budgets when retailers buy They estimate their money per time
construction equipments

for their purchasing:
30,001-35,000 Baht at 31%
35,001-40,000 Baht at 19%

8. The criteria you use in order to make decision when you select suppliers by ranking
from the least important factor to the most important factor.
( 1 = The least important 2 = rather important 3 = important 4 = highly important
5 = The most important)

List of criteria

1

2

3

4

Prices of construction equipments.

5
47%

Reliability of construction shops.

53%

Quality of construction equipments.

61%

Time period of guarantee.

39%

Time delivery after ordering.

45%

Variety of products available to buyers.

39%

The relationship of suppliers and buyers.

31%

Ordering options for buyers e.g. ordering by phones

42%

through catalogs from factory.
-

Time period of payments.
.

~

48%

- -

Efficiency of distribution channel.
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-

49%

9. The criteria you think as the competitive advantage over your competitors by
ranking from the least important factor to the most important factor
(1 = The least important 2

=

rather important 3 = important 4 = highly important

5 = The most important)

List of criteria

1

2

3

4
56%

Prices of construction equipments.
Reliability of construction shops.

69%

Quality of construction equipments.

44%

Time period of guarantee.

33%

Time delivery after ordering.

50%

Variety of products available to customers.

-·

45%

The relationship of sellers and customers.

52%

Ordering optional for customers e.g. ordering by phones

40%

through catalogs.
Time period of payments.

49%
55%

After sales services to customers.
Efficiency of distribution channel.

49%
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10. What are the criteria you think as the marketing strategies in your organization by
ranking from the least important factor to the most important factor.
( 1 = The least important 2 = rather important 3 = important 4 = highly important
5 =The most important)

1

List of criteria

2

3

50%

Prices of construction equipments.
The leadership of construction products.

62%

Quality of construction equipments.

57%

Time period of guarantee.

47%

Time delivery after ordering.

39%
42%

Variety of products available to customers.
Provide

promotion

and

discounts

4

available

47%

to

customers.
48%

Ordering optional for customers e.g. ordering by
phones through catalogs.
40%

Time period of payments.
After sell services to customers.

42%
33%

High efficiency of distribution channel.
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Categories

Results

11. The marketing strategies do you think No. 1: The high quality of construction
IS

the best strategies m your retail equipments at 49%

business? (Please ranking 1-5 from the No.2
least important to the most important)

The

focus

of

construction

equipments' price in the retail business. at
32%
No. 3: The high efficiency of distribution
channel at 31 %
No.4: The differentiation of construction
products from competitors at 30%
No 5: The leadership of construction and
products available to the

customers in

the retail business at 26%
12.

Information

System

of

•

Important at 84%

important thing to help retailers to solve

•

Not important 16%

IS

one

problems as well as increase sales volume
in retail business.
13. Information System that retailers Nol:

Supply

Chain Management

at

think it can improve your productivity 29.07%
and

create

customers'

satisfaction No 2: Customer Relation Management

according to their needs

(CRM) at 26. 74%
No. 3:Knowledge Management (KM) at
15.50%
No 4: Artificial Intelligence at 8.53%
No 5: Business Intelligence I Customer
Intelligence (CI) 6.20%

14. Have you ever heard about Customer

•

Heard 11%

Intelligence?

•

Not heard 89%

"Customer

•

Heard 11%

Intelligence" can reduce costs and help

•

Not heard 89%

15.

Is

it

possible

you to send product on time to customers?
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16. What do you think about "Customer Intelligence" getting advantages better than
competitors by ranking only one number from the question as following:
( 1 = The least important 2 = rather important 3 = important 4 = highly important
5 =The most important)

Range the levels

1

2

3

4

7%

Create customer and prospect profiles from both
traditional and e-business channels.
Identify your most profitable customers

11%

Discover and plan how to communicate with customers

8%

Optimize multichannel marketing campaigns.

11%

Anticipate and drive customer needs.

9%
7%

Better relationship with suppliers
Better relationship with sellers and customers

9%

Better efficiency of distribution channel.

10%

Predict likely customers behavior and response to retail

10%

business.
Determine the stream of expected future profits from

8%

individual or groups of customers.
Promote additional products to individual customers

6%

based on their unique profile of customers through
customer intelligence.
Reducing customer defection by providing customized
services (content, special offers and loyalty programs)
based on the individual's value to the organization.
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6%

5

After we get all the results of 100 questionnaires, we used SPSS to analyze the
possible solutions so we may further would like to know about the ages effected on the
technology or not by using crosstab to analyze the result

Hypothesisl: Age is depend on KN_TECJ (CI) or not ;(refer from appendix)

Ho: CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on customer aged.
H 1: CI (Customer Intelligence) is not depend on customer aged

Significant level a= 0.05

The result from SPSS
We found that the possibility of Significance of Pearson Chi-square is 0.197
So we use it to compare with significant level a= 0.05
The value of Pearson Chi-square more than a (Significant level)
0.197

>

0.05

We decide to accept the hypothesis Ho: CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on
customer aged. And reject H 1: CI (Customer Intelligence) is not depend on customer
aged

We conclude that CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on customer age. The
higher the age, more ignorance of CI (Customer Intelligence).
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Hypothesis 2: Education depends on KN_TECJ or not (CI); (refer from
appendix)

Ho: CI(Customer Intelligence) depends on education.
H 1 : CI(Customer Intelligence) does not depend on education.

Significant level a.= 0.05

The result from SPSS
We found that the possibility of Significance of Pearson Chi-square is 0.230
So we use it to compare with significant level a.= 0.05
The value of Pearson Chi-square more than a. (Significant level)
0.230

>

0.05

We decide to accept the hypothesis Ho: CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on
education. And reject H 1: CI (Customer Intelligence) is not depend on education.

We conclude that CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on education. The higher
the education, better known of CI (Customer Intelligence).
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Hypothesis 3: Sex is depends on KN_TECJ or not (CI); (refer from appendix)

Ho: CI(Customer Intelligence) depends on sex.

H1 : CI(Customer Intelligence) does not depend on sex.

Significant level a= 0.05

The result from SPSS
We found that the possibility of Significance of Pearson Chi-square is 0.752
So we use it to compare with significant level a= 0.05
The value of Pearson Chi-square more than a (Significant level)

0.752

>

0.05

We decided to accept the hypothesis Ho: CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on sex and reject

H1: CI( Customer Intelligence) does not depend on sex.
We conclude that CI (Customer Intelligence) depends on sex.
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CHAPTER V: COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS STATUS.

5.1 The current processes of small retail business in terms of construction
equipments in Thailand.
In the past, most small retail businesses in terms of Customer Equipments
emphasized on the following process:
Customers walk in to retail business and asked for the construction
equipments, they call to that retail business and ask for the construction equipments
that they are looking for. At the front of retail business, the owners provided few
employees to serve customers who are walk in and provide cashiers who always
receive the calling from customers and collect at the counter. After customers asked
for the products, employees at the front of the shops will receive the orders from the
customers and come to check the stock or inventory whether the construction
equipments are available to customers or not. After the construction equipment
products have in stocks, employees will pick it up to customers and receive money or
bill signs by customers and send it to cashiers who sit at the counter. In case the stocks
are out, employees have to tell the owners in order to order from suppliers. The
owners will call suppliers and order the raw materials without checking from the
stocks due to lack of time and most of construction equipments products have to check
by manual checking by the owners that may confuse and they don't know what exactly
stocks of that products are in now in the warehouse. So some construction equipments
may have a lot stocks but some are out without checking again because a lot products
are in although all products have their own code but it's difficult to re-check again on
time. These makes some stocks expired, so retailers have to lose their profits with their
costs.
By the way, most suppliers also order raw materials from other equipments products
from factories because it is cheaper than ordering from other places for example
HomePro. After the owners order the products from suppliers and waiting them to
send at the retail business. They receive the products with bills; some retailers may
pay with cash. Cheque was paid when they order a huge of stocks was ordered. After
that the owners will check all construction equipment products they got from suppliers
and arrange all raw materials by the employees according to the codes and wait for
customers to come to buy at the retail business again. Customers pay the retailers with
bill that they sign. The retailers have to check the due dates and send salesman to
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receive money according to the bills. Moreover, at the end of the day the cashier has to
check and send all bills and money to the owners in order to check the sales volumes
for each month. (See from the exhibitl page I)
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Customers walk in/
calling by phones

-.-

Receiving orders by the
owners/workers at the front line.

-.

Yes

Workers check
stocks/inventory.

- Purchase order.
- Invoice.

•

.
.

..

No

Worken receive cash /bill sign
by customen and send to
cashier to coiled all transaction.

Product. are out,
worken told the ownen
to order products from
supp lien.

t

Employees pick up
products to customers.

- Sales forecast
Order quantity

•

-

The retail ownen call

- AIR Invoice
- Purchasing order

Send bills to accountant.

to suppliers.
A

.

- Purdme order
• Price, DeUvery schedule

Waiting for due dates •

Suppliers

•

.

Receive cash from
customers by sales person.

Arnnge product. by
worken at the
inventory.

..
The owners buy construction
equipments from suppliers.

.,..

Arrange the products by
workers.

Exhibit 1: The traditional of retail business in Thailand

-

......

- Inventory report

INVENTORY

~

Recheck with manual checking
by the retailer owners.

Chapter VI: The implementation of Customer Intelligence in Thai retail business
in term of construction equipments.

6.1 How can we use Customer Intelligence to implement in the construction
industry in term of Thai retail business?
We can implement Customer Intelligence in the construction industry in term
of Thai retail business by rearranging the steps since customers walk-in or call Thai
retail companies. In the case of customers calling Thai retail companies, all calls are
sent to call center that provides skilled employees to receive all calls of customers. At
the front line of the retail business, they receive all orders from customers; employees
at the front line will key all data to the computer through CI System (Customer
Intelligence System). If the stocks have enough products according to customers'
need, CI System will show the amount of products that are left in the inventory
system, otherwise there is an automatic calling warning to the employees who take
these responsibilities to control stocks, call suppliers to fulfill stocks. After employees
pick up products for customers, employees will receive cash or bills signed by
customers and send it to cashiers at the counter. The cashier will keep all customers'
information through CI System in order to keep customers history that involve about
what products they purchase, the volumes and the amount of products. Customer
Intelligence System can identify the customers' due dates bills as well as check the
amount of stocks that are left in the warehouse. When the due dates are coming, the CI
System will announce to the accountants in order to send the sales person to receive
cash form customers. Not only CI System can check stocks but also help the owners to
check the due dates of bill as well as know the number of stocks left in the inventory
system through CI System. (See exhibit 2 page II)
So we can define the importance of CI System responsibilities through Thai
retail companies in terms of Thai construction equipments by:
CI (Customer Intelligence System) as the core of the system can help Thai retail
companies in terms of construction equipments by:
•

Identify up-sell opportunities: CI System will help Thai construction retailers
by predicting and identifying sales volumes by using sales' history and
customers' sales through CI System. Moreover, we can use CI System to
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measure how difference segment interact by companng two differences
customers' sector to predict all sales volumes for each quarter.
•

Identify buying cycle in the retail shops: CI System can help Thai
construction retailers by identifying buying cycle of their retail shops start
since ordering raw materials until sending construction products to the
customers in order to fulfill customers' need.

•

Predict satisfaction levels of customers by predicting plans for each
purchasing and future spending plans: help construction retailers to track
and measure the relative performance of raw materials, customers, and time
periods. Thai retailers can measure the relative performance of promoted and
non-promoted products for control and index the performance of different time
periods.

•

Understand satisfaction level of each customer through the CI System: CI
System can process and understand satisfaction level of each customer to
predict and formulate all the purchasing history of each customers as well as
compare between customers' history, presently data, and to predict future with
assessment.

•

CI System can gain customer participation in marketing programs: by
evaluating the results through the CI processing that help them to determine
which construction products tend to buy and related with other construction
products to gain customer participation in marketing program.

•

Predict what marketing/sales tactics and practices worked best through
CI System: CI System can help them by providing clues for cross-sell and upsell opportunity.

The Cl System is a programmatic approach for managing the post-sales customer
lifecycle. Documented, tested and refined for business-to-business companies, CI
(customer intelligence) system can help them to maximize the profitability of your
customer base by:
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The components of the CI system is:
Collect
•

Evaluation: CI System will assess existing intelligence process, and evaluate
departmental intelligence requirements, evaluate all customers' data with both
history and present data as well as sales volumes, and inventory management
per day as well as stocks that should be replenished.

•

Scripting: from the CI System it can process that help retailers know what
they should ask customers in order to know what they really want from this
shop by interviewing when they come to their construction retail shops to
analyze, process the next orders. Not only interviews,or ask their customers but
also they may use questionnaires to track the relative responses of different
groups of customers through questionnaires. After that we use it to compare
and contrast these groups to a larger population to each other.

•

Rollout: After they get all customers' data to assess all sales volumes, they can
use all data from CI System to analyze and communicate program goals,
timelines, and benefits to both company and customer base, and marketing
plan that cover with retailer's objective that suitable or not.

•

Workflow: CI System can create schedule and manage ongoing customer
communications using built-in work.flow and generate reports for customers
who are actively and frequently to buy their retail shops and find problems and
results which customers who are not actively using their construction products.

•

Logistics: CI System can execute on proactive customer communication
cycles and begin intelligence collection and communicate easily with
customers and suppliers.
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After CI System access through the customers' data and predict what they want
then CI System can help retailers come to the steps of the system by:
Manage:
•

Extraction: CI System can identify and pull actionable intelligence
components from interviews and evaluate what they get from customers'
interview when they walk in or call to the retail business from seeking
feedbacks both actively and not actively used their construction products, then
measuring and acting on the responses is an integral part of a multi-channel
strategy.

•

Notification: We use CI System to inform key personnel of customer hot
issues and up-sell opportunities and predict the sales volumes for each
customer.

•

Creation: CI System can repurpose intelligence results into a variety of
documents and formats (HTML, PPT, Word) after all data are verified and
evaluate through the CI System and report it to help retailer easily to
understand in term of papers.

•

Tracking: CI System can monitor the completion rates of key customer
profiles and store in the CI System after we evaluate all history' data.

•

Authorization: CI System can obtain and indicate approval of customer
quotes, references and collateral and allow only the person who has authorized
to access the CI System.

After processing all customers' data with all history, presently CI System can help the
Thai construction retailer by:
Distribute:
•

Access: CI System can help retailers search based on customer, product,
region, industry, reference, etc., to find detailed customer intelligence
components through CI System.

•

Reports: It can generate the specific customer reports with either predefined or
advanced reporting after all data was collected.
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•

Delivery: CI System can circulate collateral, reports, and quotes, the data are
provided to the right people at the right time when the retailers need more
customers' profile that is ready to use.

•

Storage: CI System can archive all customers' related collateral, quotes, and
notes in a central repository for easy access and store in terms of index that
helps retailers easy to find.

Measure:
•

ROI: CI System can measure and track new sales opportunities generated by
the CI System because all history data and presently data are already kept in
the CI System so retailers can track all data every time as they are needed.

•

Usage: CI System can monitor and measure system usage, and how
intelligence is being leveraged throughout the retail business. Monitor and
track customer loyalty, and program appreciation and participation through CI
System.

•

Evaluation: All CI System can evaluate program milestones and refine future
program goals through both history data , presently as well as predict the future
sales volume and determine the goals that create the prosperity in the
construction retail shops.

(Exhibit 3 page ill)
6.2 Key success factors of Customer Intelligence in Thai retail business.
According to the Customer Intelligence, Thai retail companies can use in order to
increase sales volumes as well as create more customers' satisfaction so these are the
key success factors:
•

Training-skilled: To be successful in Customer Intelligence implementation,
retail business should make sure training skilled resources.

It should be

enough to take all responsibility for parts of retail business, especially
customers' service connection and Customer Intelligence system controlling
because if there is some mistake, it makes them waste times and money. So
good training is necessary for all departments that would like to use Customer
Intelligence implementation in their business.
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•

Information Technology: Implementation of the new systems is necessary
for all systems includes databases, data warehouse servers and other hardware,
telephony systems, software for retail Customer Intelligence, workflow
management and e-commerce, middleware and system administration
management tools.

•

Budget: It is one of the important things to implement with the new kind of
these system because if we create sustained capital investment and access to
capital, process engineering skilled, intense supervision of labor, products
designed for case in manufacture with customers' need to create customers'
satisfaction, low cost distribution system. It can create profits as well as
increase productivity, create customer satisfaction over than competitors.

•

Marketing Strategy:

Retail companies should create strong marketing

abilities in order to create works plan to lead all in the right directions
according to the companies objectives.

The right direction of marketing

strategies can create corporate reputation for quality of technological
leadership.
•

Organization structure: the retail businesses who would like to use Customer
Intelligence apply in their business should think about their organization
structure because it should be separated into clear dimensions in order to create
clear responsibilities for each department and clear direction of the structure in
their departments.
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6.3 Characteristics of companies who use Customer Intelligence in construction
industry in terms of Thai retail business.
The Characteristics of Customer Intelligence companies should be as follows:
How Thai small retail companies in terms of construction equipments can use
Customer Intelligence to make the most of its relationships with customers. These are
the approaches that lead to increased revenues, decreased costs, and ways to maintain
and grow the customer base as follows:

•

Retail business who would like to use Customer Intelligence (CI) in their
business should treat customers as individuals, based on a holistic view, with
consistent actions across touch points, and to think in terms of share wallets,
not share to market in order to keep more customers and use CI to predict sales
volumes.

•

Attract new customers intelligently. The Customer Intelligence company
should
Target the right kinds of prospects through segmentation techniques.
Develop the right marketing campaigns with personalize offerings to
the proper segments.
Follow the leads through the sale effort.
Close the loop on the effectiveness of the whole process.

•

Build the customers' value over time. Once it has acquired a new customer,
Thai retail companies must work hard to increase the value of that relationship
over time. This means understanding their customers enough so that they are
enticed to repeat business, through cross-selling or up-selling programs. And it
also means having the ability to measure and track that customer value over
time.

•

Provide the best level of service to customers. Good customer care translates
into customer retention.

With a solid informational infrastructure built on

customer intelligence, retail business are able to better understand their needs,
make the retail business easy to do business with, and provide customers with a
multichannel self-service environment.
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•

Take the existing customer base and work with clients to define customer
segments through data mining. Look at spending levels, frequency of sales,
which products they buy, how much money they spend on an average
transaction, and whether it is one transaction for a large purchase or several
smaller purchases. The idea is to build a set of homogenous groups with
similar characteristics. Try to combine demographic characteristics with
buying behaviors, called behavioral modeling.

•

Build profiles for each segment to identify the common characteristics that
define each group. The goal is to obtain a "snapshot" of the best customers.
Another objective is to find middle-grounders who can grow to be best
customers, and prospects that are likely to be new good and best customers.

•

Using credit card information as a basis, add demographic information
purchased from third party data providers~ they base their businesses on buying
demographic data from credit card companies, banks and marketers. This data
includes information such as size of home, types of careers, homeowner or
renter, number of children, number and type of cars, speculative salary, and
many other descriptive characteristics for a customer.
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CHAPTER VII: THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN USING CUSTOMER
INTELLIGENCE AND NON-USING CUSTOMER INTELLIGENCE IN THAI
RETAIL BUSINESS.
7.1 The differences between using Customer Intelligence and non-using Customer
Intelligence in Thai retail business.
Customer
Intelligence
categories

Traditional retail
business

Customer
Intelligence in retail
business

Order the
construction
equipments products
by phones or walk in
at the retail shops.

Order the
construction
equipments products
through Internet and
phones call to
suppliers

Using Internet can
help Thai retailers
reduce times and
costs

Ordering system
(customers)

Order the
construction
equipments products
by phones or walk in
at the retail shops.

Customers can call to
retailers or ordering
the construction
equipments through
on line

Fast and on time
delivery to customers
with accuracy order
by customers through
documents that
identify by the
computerized system

Distribution
channel

Send on time to
customers

Send on time to
customers

Make customers'
satisfaction

Marketing

Look back to all
customers' data in
the manual paper did
by workers and
retailers

Use customers
history to know the
customers' data
through er system

Fast and accuracy by
predict through CI
system

Using computerized
system through CI
system to keep
transactions

Reduce the paper loss
that make retailers
can keep all
information to
predict what
customers' want to
the next purchasing

Ordering system
(suppliers)

Accounting system

Paper manual
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Benefits

Customer

Traditional retail

Customer

Intelligence

business

Intelligence in

Benefits

retail business

categories
Coordination

Can communicate
between customers
and retailers

Use computerized
system to predict
what customers'
need

Warehouse system

Paper

Use

workers

manual
and

by

computerized Fast and accuracy

the through CI system to
keep all customers'

owners.

Create customers'
satisfaction because
CI system can help
retailers know what
customers' want and
predict the
construction
equipment in the
warehouse for next
purchasing

information
inventory system

and reduce paper
loss

that

help

and retailers can predict
the

inventory

tn

their warehouse and
reduce
products
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damage

7.2 Financial scenario of using Customer Intelligence of construction's
equipments in Thai retail business.
Analysis of cost and benefit is calculated of all anticipated costs association with CI
System in Thai construction retail shops. It divided to 3 major parts; the cost of
building system, the cost of installing system, and the operation cost.
The cost of building system
•

Salaries and overhead for all staff attached document management m CI
System

•

Administration cost

•

Computer times and development tools

•

Office space and office equipment for maintaining document

The cost of installing system
•

User training costs

•

Database conversion costs

•

Vendor installation costs

The operation costs
•

Hardware costs

•

Software costs

•

People costs

•

Maintenance costs

•

Miscellaneous costs

The categories of each cost can be identified as follows:

1. The cost of building system
•

A salaries and overhead for all staff attached the document information with CI
System for managing document that the organization spends about 500,000
baht for studying users requirement, analyze design and application
development the CI System and spend down 50% for the first year and spends
down 10% in each year.

•

Administration Training cost for user administration to study CI System and
staff to study application development tools that the organization spends about
100,000 baht a year for training and spend down 15% each year.
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•

Times and development tools for upgradeing tools that the organization spends
about 70,000 baht for second year and spends up or down which it depends on
application usage.

•

Office space and office equipment for managing the document such as the
cabinets, spaces area. The organization spends about 250,000 baht for first year
and spends down 50% each year.

2. The cost of installation
•

Users training costs for staff studying the CI System that the organization
spends about 180,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year
and spends 10,000 baht for each following year.

•

Data conversion costs from the existing system to CI System that the
organization spends about 60,000 baht for first year and 40,000 baht for second
year.

•

Vendor installation costs for equipment installation that the organization
spends about 100,000 baht for the first year.

3. The cost of operation
•

The hardware costs are providing for CI System that the organization about
2,000,000 baht for the first year and spends down 50% for second year and
spends down 15% each year.

•

The software costs are providing for CI System that the organization spends
about 600,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year and
spends down 10% each year.

•

People costs are keeping and searching the document that the organization
spends about 150,000 baht for first year and spends down 50% for second year.

•

The maintenance costs are the office equipment that the organization spends
about 150,000 baht for second year and spends up 10,000 baht each year.

•

The miscellaneous costs are paper, filing and so on that the organization
spends about 150,000 baht for first year and spends down 20% each year.
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Analysis of Costs and Benefits(Baht) is summarized in to the table below:

Description

YearO

Year3

Year2

Yearl

Year5

Year4

The Cost of Building System

Salaries and overhead

500,000

250,000

225,000

202,500

182,250

164,025

Administration Training costs

100,000

85,000

72,250

61,413

52,200

44,370

0

70,000

65,000

60,000

55,000

50,000

250,000

125,000

62,500

31,250

15,625

7,813

180,000

90,000

80,000

70,000

60,000

50,000

Database conversion costs

60,000

40,000

0

0

0

0

Vender Installation Costs

100,000

10,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

2,000,000

1,000,000

850,000

722,500

614,125

522,006

Software costs

600,000

300,000

270,000

243,000

218,700

196,830

People costs

150,000

75,000

70,000

65,000

60,000

55,000

0

150,000

160,000

170,000

180,000

190,000

150,000

120,000

96,000

76,800

61,440

49,152

4,090,000

2,315,000

1,955,750

1,707463

1,504,340

1,334,196

Computer Time & development tool
Office spaces and equipments
The Cost of Installing System

Users Training Cost

The Cost of Operation

Hardware costs

Maintenance costs
Miscellaneous costs
Total Cost
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Condition:
•
•

•

Size of company: Retail companies should have a small and medium size as it
is easy to access the system through the employees with skilled training.
No. of employees: No. of employees should be 11-20 people in order to cover
all budgets we use by using Customer Intelligence in Thai Construction
equipments retail business.
Budget: Thai Construction equipments retail business who would like to use
Customer Intelligence to implement in their companies should have a budget
of about 5-10 Millions Baht on their hands to be for their system investment
and reserve funds for their construction equipments and other products that is
related to construction.
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7.3 The Advantages VS. Disadvantages of Customer Intelligence System in small
construction retail shops in Thailand
Benefits:
•

Cost reduction and increase sales volumes.

•

Create customer and prospect profiles from both traditional and e-business
channels.

•

Identify your most profitable customers

•

Discover and plan how to communicate with customers

•

Optimize multichannel marketing campaigns

•

Anticipate and drive customer needs

•

Better relationship with suppliers

•

Better relationship with sellers and customers

•

Predict likely customers behavior and response to retail shops

•

Determine the stream of expected future profits from individual or groups of
customers

•

Promote additional products to individual customers based on their unique
profile of customers through customer intelligence

•

Reducing customer defection by providing customized services (content,
special offers and loyalty programs) based on the individual's value to the
organization
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Obstacles:
•

Cost. Implementation of Customer Intelligence System is typically a
significant expenditure. Hardware, software, retraining, and other costs should
be compared with anticipated benefits to determine the economic viability of
the project.

•

Training. The education of the user base is a necessary stage in a successful
rollout. This involves creating customized learning materials (sometimes
including a custom decision support environment) and teaching all users both
the why and the how of using the new system. We have hundreds of hours of
training expertise in-house to expedite this CI System.

•

Organization impact. Warehouse personnel need to be able to adjust to a realtime system and other Customer Intelligence System features. Some personnel
may resist the process changes and technology associated with Customer
Intelligence System. Companies also should consider the potential for union
labor issues associated with workforce reductions.
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CHAPTER VDI: CONCLUSION.

8.1 Summary
Customer Intelligence involves creating an actionable strategy and determining
the right tools and best practices to help realize the strategy. It requires lots of
planning, discussion, and evaluation. In the ever-expanding landscape of customer
intelligence technology and consulting solutions in this project can help Thai retailers
in term of construction equipments to find the right solution in order to increase sales
volumes as well as know what customers' really want, and improve customers'
service. In order to be successful implement in the Thai retail companies, they have to
do by first let's review a few facts. Because Customer intelligence is more than data
analysis and more than a marketing campaign strategy because it is as Information
Systems that help Thai retailers in terms of solve problems and create sales volume to
their shops.
Because Customer Intelligence is a process for building customer relationships.
These customer relationships are forged over time. They develop from the ways a Thai
Retail Company acquires and communicates with each customer. The customer
intelligence strategy needs to take this into account. The analysis efforts they
undertake, the problems they attempt to solve, and the technologies and best practices
that they use to solve them all need to be used to holistically build a strategy. The
customer data, behavioral models, and performance metrics then need to move beyond
the short-term evaluation of specific marketing campaigns to the long-term evaluation
of the change in customer value. This allows the organization to increase the net
present value of the profit contributions arising from its customer interactions.
Moreover, an effective customer intelligence infrastructure build upon data
warehousing technologies To understand the role customer intelligence (CI) plays in
developing customer relationships, it helps to examine the processes and technology a
company must implement to support effective customer relationships. Customers want
things from your company, which is in business to provide them. They want the goods
and services the company sells, but they also want information about those products.
So they come to your Web site or store, or they call on the phone. The more you know
about them and what they want from your company, the better you can make their
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experience. In other words, you must offer an effective personalization solution to
your customers.
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8.2 Future trend.
Traditionally, in order for someone to use customer intelligence, a person
needs to be in front of a PC linked to a network. This means that the time and the
place to leverage information intelligently are strictly limited to a few hours a day i.e.,
when employees are on their PCs, connected to the network, and not in a meeting or
on the phone. The need for intelligence is , however, permanent. There is no reason
to be perfectly informed when in the office, and completely ignorant when in a
meeting, in the car, or flying in a plane.
The convergence of the wireless technologies, Internet access, and business
intelligence will bring dramatic changes in how people understand information and
make daily decisions. Today, technologies are already available to enable business
intelligence access to complex information from wireless device.

Suddenly

businesspeople are freed from having to sit in front of the PC at their office in order to
have access to the right information. They can perform Customer Intelligence tasks 24
hours a day, wherever they are, as long as they can get a mobile network signal.
In the future Customer Intelligence (CI) will exist at every Thai retail company,
although it still tends to be concentrated in spreadsheets and potentially other disparate
repositories. The challenge lies in integrating CI into a platform that can be used by
everyone in the company. This integration doesn't require complicated technical
manuals and a massive training program. However, The managers were able to
provide users with a one-page training document that has people up and running in a
short period of time.
Integrated retail CI using software tools that deliver the right data, at the right time,
with the right applications, on the same platform-transforms users into analysts and
drives collaboration. Analysts can get the information when they want it, and how they
want it. In this age of shrinking margins and heightened competition, retailers must
begin to provide their "analysts" with the right tools to make better strategic planning
decisions for their companies.
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8.3 Critique of study or limitation of this project.
Although this a framework of Customer Intelligence for Construction
equipments of Small Retail Business in Thailand that can cover in the construction
equipments in the Thai construction industry but it does not cover all of the
construction industry. To cover more the construction industry, we may have to study
further the other industries that are related to the construction industry which use
Customer Intelligence to be a part of their retailing and the other processes to solve the
problems as well as to create customers' satisfaction by improving customers' services
and increase sales volumes. Although now there is not any other industry which
implement this kind of Customer Intelligence in Thailand because it's rather a new
Information Technology in Thailand, but we believe that there are some industries
interested in implementing this kind of technology as fast as possible due to the rapid
of technology worldwide.
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8.4 Recommendation.

The importance of customer focus and, specifically, organizing around
the customer's wants is emphasized by many organizations. An extensive research
stream has shown that a marketing orientation that explicitly includes customer
focus leads to higher market share and profitability. Marketing-oriented firms seek
to understand customer needs and wants and then, based on that understanding, to
structure their organizations, their product offerings, and their processes around
delivering value in meeting those needs.
To study further, we should emphasize on the other industries that use Customer
Intelligence in their retail business in order to solve their problems in the
organization as well as try to improve customer's service and increase productivity
by using these kinds of new systems. Furthermore, research from the website that
is related to Customer Intelligence is essential because it can help us to identify
how clearly Customer Intelligence works in the other industry. Finally, we believe
that many Thai retail businesses that use Customer Intelligence can help them to
alleviate problems and increase their sales volumes.
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Exhibit 2 : The implementation of Thai retail business in term of construction equipments by using Customer Intelligence.
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Exhibit 3: The function of Customer Intelligence Software (CI Software)

The example of questionnaire.
Part 1: Questionnaire

1) What is/are the problems in your organization according to your inventory system
and services to customers? (Ranking 1-5 from the most important to the least
important)
D

High prices of construction equipments

D

Unsatisfied of after services

D

Problems with supplier qualification

D

Inconvenience of car parking

D

Problems with handling reverse logistics

D

Customers' demand can't meet products customers' satisfaction

0

Other (Please specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

2) Which solution do you think is the best ways to eliminate your problems in your
organization?
D

Find the reliable suppliers

D

Find the lower cost of raw material sources

D

Improve the logistics channel to create customers' satisfaction

D

Rearrange your own channels

D

Using lnformation System to eliminate your problems and
increase your productivity

D

Others (Please specify_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

3) How often do you order construction equipments from your suppliers?
D 1 time/week

D 2 times/week

D 3 times/week

D 4 times/week

D 5 times/week

D More than 5 times/ week

4) Where do you order construction equipments?

D Department Store D Superstore
D HomePro

D Construction equipment factory

D Other (Please specify_ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

5) How many suppliers do you have?
D 1-5 suppliers

D 6-10 suppliers

D 11-15 suppliers

D 16-20 suppliers

D More than 30suppliers
(Please specify_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

6) Who is decision-maker when the organization has to order the products from
suppliers?
D Yourself

D Production Manager

D Sales Manager

D Warehouse staff

D Other (Please specify -------~
7) Please estimate your order when you buy construction equipments
D 1,000 Baht- 5,000 Baht.

D 5,001 Baht-10,000 Baht.

D 15,001 Baht- 20,000 Baht.

D 25,001 Baht - 30,000 Baht.

D 30,001 Baht - 35,000 Baht.

D 35,001 Baht - 40,000 Baht.

D 40,001 Baht-45,000 Baht

D 45,001-50,000 Baht

D 50,000 Baht up

D 100,000 Baht up

TAR ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY LIBRARf

8) The criteria you use in order to make decision when you select suppliers by ranking
from the least important factor to the most important factor.
Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(I
=

=

The least important 2

=

rather important 3

=

important 4

=

highly important 5

The most important)

List of criteria
Prices of construction equipments.
Reliability of construction shops .
Quality of construction equipments.
Time period of guarantee.
Time delivery after ordering.
Variety of products available to buyers.
The relationship of suppliers and buyers.
Ordering optional for buyers e.g. ordering by phones
through catalogs from factory.
Time period of payments.
Efficiency of distribution channel.

1

2

3

4

5

9) What are the criteria you think as the competitive advantage over your competitors by
ranking from the least important factor to the most important factor?
Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(1 =The least important 2 =rather important 3 =important 4 =highly important 5
= The most important)

List of criteria
Prices of construction equipments.
Reliability of construction shops.
Quality of construction equipments.
Time period of guarantee.
Time delivery after ordering.
Variety of products available to customers.
The relationship of sellers and customers.
Ordering optional for customers e.g. ordering by phones
through catalogs.
Time period of payments.
After sell services to customers.
Efficiency of distribution channel.

1

2

3

4

5

l 0) What are the criteria you think as the marketing strategies in your organization by
ranking from the least important factor to the most important factor?
Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(1 =The least important

2 =rather important 3 =important 4 =highly important 5

=The most important)

List of criteria

1

Prices of construction equipments.
-

The leadership of construction products.
Quality of construction equipments.
Time period of guarantee.
Time delivery after ordering.
Variety of products available to customers.
Provide promotion and discounts available to customers.
Ordering optional for customers e.g. ordering by phones
through catalogs.
Time period of payments.
After sell services to customers.
High efficiency of distribution channel.

2

3

4

s

11) Which marketing strategies do you think is the best strategies in your retail shops?
(Please ranking 1-5 from the most important to the least important)
D The leadership of construction and products available to the customers in the
retail shops
D The focus of construction equipments' price in the retail shops.
D The differentiation of construction products from competitors.
D The high efficiency of distribution channel.
D The high quality of construction equipments.

12) Do you think Information System is one of important thing to help you to solve
problems as well as increase your sales volume in your organization?
D Yes

D No (Skip to personal data)

13) Which Information System that you think it can improve your productivity and create
customers' satisfaction according to their needs?
D

Artificial Intelligence

0

Supply Chain Management

D

Business Intelligence I Customer Intelligence (Cl)

D

Ordering Management

D

Knowledge Management (KM)

D

Other (Please specify _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~

14) Have you ever heard about Customer Intelligence?
D Yes

D

No (SKIP to Personal data)

15) Is it possible "Customer Intelligence" can reduce costs and help you to send product
on time to customers?
D Yes

D

No ( SKIP to Personal data)

16) What do you think about "Customer Intelligence" can take advantages better than
competitors by ranking only one number from the question as following:
(1 =The least important 2 =rather important 3 =important 4 =highly important
5 = The most important)

Range the levels
Create customer and prospect profiles from both
traditional and e-business channels.
Identify your most profitable customers
Discover and plan how to communicate with customers
Optimize multichannel marketing campaigns.
Anticipate and drive customer needs.
Better relationship with suppliers
Better relationship with sellers and customers
Better efficiency of distribution channel.
Predict likely customers behavior and response to retail
shops.
Determine the stream of expected future profits from
individual or groups of customers.
Promote additional products to individual customers based
on their unique profile of customers through customer
intelligence.
Reducing customer defection by providing customized
services (content, special offers and loyalty programs)
based on the individual's value to the organization.

1

2

3

4

5

Part: 2 Personal data

1.Sex:

0 Male

0 Female

2.Age:

0 Below 20 years.

0 20-25 years.

0 26-30 years.

0 31-35 years.

0 36-40 years.

0 41-45 years.

0 46-50 years.

0 51-55 years.

0 56-60 years.

0 60 years and over.

3.Status:

0 Single

0 Marriage (the no. of children

4.Position:

0 Self-employed, own company.
0 Executive/Managerial
0 Production manager.
0 Marketing manager.
0 Sales manager.
0 Other (Please specify) _ __ ___,__ __ _
5.Education level:

0 Below Bachelor Degree.

0 Bachelor Degree.

0 Master Degree.

D Doctorate Degree.

0 Other (Please specify_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ .,._/
6.Family size:

0 1-2 people.

0 3-4 people.

0 5-6 people.

0 7-8 people.

0 More than 8 people.

7 .No. of employees in the organization.
D 5-10 people.

D 11-20 people.

D 21-30 people.

D 31-40 people.

041-50 people.

D 51-60 people.

8.Income level:
D Below 10,000 Baht.

D 10,001-50,000 Baht.

D 50,001-100,000 Baht.

D 100,001-200,000 Baht.

D 200,001-300,000 Baht.

D 300,001-400,000 Baht.

D 400,001-500,000 Baht.

D 500,001-600,000 Baht.

D More than 600,000 Baht
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Questionnaires' result
1. What is/are the problems in your organization according to your inventory
system and services to customers? (Ranking 1-5 from the most important to the
least important)

Pl (High prices of construction equipments)

r· . .. . . . · ·--·. - . . . . . .

-1-····-···············-······ ····-- -····-·--··-·-··-

Frequency Percent : Valid Percent I Cumulative Percent

1·-1r]~_ ·- i: l-[ -~::: ~---·--2~:
11

17~ ,~-~ 20.7

4

39 1

21.0

s

21

3

I Valid

-·

w

j To~t l

- 2·1.o

- ·· 10?1 ··-l-OO.O

.

25 .6 r

1 ··

--~ ~:.: I
-~ -

48.8

·-~·- __ .....

74.4 1

25.6

J

j

1...

100.0

----~·-

100.~J

. . . -.. . ____ -· --~--==]
-

[" T~;I~~~-, ~ ~~1ooi1oc;;r ~·-·

P2(Unsatisfied of after services)
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
...................... .0 .. . "'

Valid

l""

4.0

1

9

~o

2

33

33.o

I

~o

13.0

33.o

46.0

~- ·-+-· __2~-~~2-:-::-~~-2;¥-··---·. _. .~. . -.~~-:-:-'
s

I

25

2s.o

25.o

100.0

l_ . . . _J.!0~LL. __.._. 2-?.~J____~~~[__. . . . . . ~?..~-~:·.~·. . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .

..!

ftll A~~t1MPTION UNIVERSITY LIBIUP

I

PJ (Problems with supplier qualification)

I

1----·--r~r;uency P~rcent IValid Percent-· Cumulativ:~:cent
· · - · · · · ro- ··---·- · ·- -.. . 63 . - -···· 6"3-.o l -·· · · · -· 63... 0r- ' "63.0
[' 3 ··-- ~ 11 · ··11~·0 .. -~~ .... "'i"i~o·
74.o
r........... ·

Valid 4

11

11.0

11.0

s

15

15.o I

"1'5·:; ·

._. . .·-· ·- - ~~~~T~--=·=---~-!-~.?.l.. 100:?.1·~~=- 1oio- ·

....

....

85.0

J

--~oo.o I

_. . . . . - . . ..___...!

PS(Problems with handling reverse logistics)
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

I

I

P6 (Customers' demand can't meet products customers' satisfaction)

Frequency IPercent Valid Percent

r

-.. . ·1·-.
~

·.·-··-···~

U

••

r-f

2

f3I

Valid

· · 41·
44

1

-

o~U-

•-U•UJ

I

U~U•

--~

UU•~•u ..=

30

30.0

12

12.0

~ -··--..- - 6

.-

··~···

44.0

----*t

-~umulative Percent

. . . . . ·- -······--·····----·

44.0
..~~'""'

oUo

..

-·-·-r·

44.0

,1, .. ,

'"'"

o

-•·HU••"--" - - -·•- _,, - - •

30.0

74.0

12.0

86.0
.

~o__ ...

.

-

. ·····-· · -· · · 9.~:-~J

,i;;;~----10: 1-;~1-···1~:;: =····· --~
P7 (Others)

-··-··-·1-Fr~ue~~~ P:rcent ·Va~id P- e-r-cen_t_ Cumulative Percent
Valid 0

100

100.0

I

100.0

100.0
·- ..

_

..

---------'

2.Which solution do you think is the best ways to eliminate your problems in
your organization?
Sl (Find the reliable suppliers)

Frequency Percent IValid Percent I Cumulative Percent

·i- -··---·,-··-··--····-1 --.o

~

-r ·--··--···-·· ··- . . . ..

~

81 .

8~o~

~... ~

82_.o

I

-

-

I

I

--··--···· ____ J

81. o

I

I

1_::1~_1 __1~~ '~-~ 1~:-1_~==~~0~
S2 (Find the lower cost of raw material sources)

. . . IFrequency IPercent Valid Percent
~.

l

86 1._ 86~

Cumu;::e Percent I

86.0 .

86.0

J

LVali1~-7o*f----~~~r--··-·~·--~~~O.Oj
I

r------- . ---.- ·- ··-r ·- -

[

SJ (Improve the logistics channel to create customers' satisfaction)

1

- -:· . -

--

IFrequency
I
Percent Valid Percent ICumulative Percen~j
__
._......__. . .
. . . ·-r
J

· - ...
0
Valid 1

~._....,.,

'

;i-·-"--~'

---...i.:.·--·-·· ·----·-···-~.i...i..---·-·

i

j

52 I

52.0

j ...

48

48.0

48.o

100

100.0

100~0 J

Total ]

!

....

52.0

I

_.. -

52.0
100.0

S4 (Rearrange your own channels)
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

' --·ro -----·valid 1
1 ...

63 ...... 63.0

r

63.0 1

6:i0

1~~37f-37~or----··----··3:,~o-·1······-~---····--------·--···-1ao.·0-

....I~otal J_,__

100

.l

100~0;

100.0

I

j

SS (Using Information System to eliminate your problems and

I

increase your productivity)

r-· ----·--;.-eq:encylPercen:1~a~d P~::~J~u:=l~tive P~rcent
- . I0

1

-- .. -·- - ... 18 r-·18:or-···-·-m·1-C-----~-

valid I 1_ ... -

82 -I

-

!Total

82.0

i--

1~i1-.~~~.o I

.. __

sioJ-.---·
.l oo.a

J

lsO

--1oo~j

.~..I

S6 (Others)
Frequency- ~ercent Valid P~·r-c-ent--c-[C_ u_ m_ u_la-t-iv_e_P_e-rcent
[ valid

~-~-1oo j 1_0_0._o~j_ _ _1_00_._0_1 ~~~~

100.0

3) How often do you order construction equipments from your suppliers?
FREQUENENCY

Freq~ [;:~cent

Valid

..J

Perce~!

1

11

~i-----

11

11J>

-;if-~::: I
1

-

Valid ~-----·······::~-~~

1

Cumulative Percent

1

!.°-~- . ~-=--=~- ~~

~::~ ' -----··--;~-~

r=- --=- ,: :

fThW. · · - -100. L 100.?_L.

-:~-: ~

~oo. o

··--··-

4) Where do you order construction equipments?
WHERE ORDER

-···--···--·····-···-····--· -·

----··-1··- ·---··---····----

I

.

-

Frequency Percent I Valid Percent [Cumulative Percent

t·3}--.-- --~i-~F
~: : .
'II

Valid

.•

~:: i

37 - 3 1.0

37.0

430j

0

1

4

1

56

56.o

56.o

99.o

s

I

1

to

to

100.0

5) How many suppliers do you have?

l

HOW MANY SUPPLIERS
Frequency I Percent I Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
... ,. .... ,. ... r 1 -· -···· ..... ... . I ... ... ·-· ..._I-· .. -....._. _.. _. ....-..... ...
... ........ 1
1.0 I
1.0
1.0
[2 - 30 ~ ... 30Jl l
30.0_., .. _ .. _ _ ..
37.0
·~

. 13~

1

.19

___ . _ . .! ~0~1

l

19.0 ·1·
19.0
, - -~· - -··- ··-··
··-··
j

. ._-- ·~: I -~::: r-·

Vahd i- - - - · · - - -

~

56.0

~:: : ~ ---·----~~

--==~-- 10?..J-_._! o_~~~.. L=-· 100.~..r

- --·- ---

6) Who is decision-maker when the organization has to order the products
from suppliers?

_.

r

1

Valid 3
4

.-.

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

I
t.

i
1.

Total [

.

- _......_

·-'-'··-

'

- -- -u-- --

42

42.0

42.0

I

21

21.0

21.0

I

29

29.o

8

8.0

_~ r ~·--~ ~"· -~

2

DECIDERS

~ -

100

100.0

_ .. _ . . . . . . ......... "

I

.c....o .............

42.0
63.o

100.0

8.0
·-~

100.0

,_. .........__~~

92.0

29.0

~ l i ~u

•-<-~-

7) Please estimate your order when you buy construction equipments
ESTIMATE_COST

8) The criteria you use in order to make decision when you select suppliers by
ranking from the least important factor to the most important factor.
Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(1

= The

least important

2

= rather

important 3

= important 4 = highly

important 5 = The most important)
CSl

l

CS2

I

[Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

II

I
n
1i.0 1
~;~·'-'·~1·~~·····'~·"·~-53 ·1- .53.·0 i-2

Valid 4

....

5

Total

! -· l

31

1i.o
."'-53.0

:
---- -.
.} lor--_ 31.Q- - ~-. .-...

5

5.0

5.0

100

100.0

100.0

1i.o
64.0
95.0

100.0

CS3

IFrequency

Percent Valid Percent I Cumulative Percent

··-··. ··-···1

CS4

f: ---- - ::r--~·:1··---~ : I -- ·· - -~~:~
L_J~~1a1j ____1; L1~~-~J_ __ 1:.~l . ~-=- -~:o:

!

I

Valid

css
-~----.-·--

i

·-1-1 ---~·~=~r~~~ti:~~D:j
I2

Valid

11 1

3r~

1i.o /

-- _45 L~. - ~5 ·9 I
40

1 i.o ·

13.o

-· - 45 ·0 I .

4o.o [

4o.o

-

I

i

~~· 0 I
98.oj

- -·-~ ··--------·-- -·---~ ···-' --··---·- .W.V. ·-'-"-1 ··~~ -·-··-·---·-·-·~·--·---·-- - ---- - ---~--·- --------·--~ ---"'----~---------~-------

!5

I

2

2.0

100.0 j

100

Total

1

--~

_

100.0

ioo~

_J

CS6
Frequency Percent Valid Percent J Cumulative Percent

I
2
Valid 3

_ _ _ 3 l _.

j

_ 3~.? t-~--· ~.?-[ ·. ·-~--_ _ _-_.~~~- 3._? ..
36.0 I

36

I

39
39.0
r;--··-~·~ 22 ·[~22·0-'·--·-·

.

c.

36.0

39.o

39.0
22.0 ""f

78.0
100.0

··-==

·-

·-·-·-J.~~~..--1--~~:.~~~--X?.~. ~.?.~~~ ~. ~-:~ . . . . . . . 0.?~o::J ·- -··-.

·-

l_ _ _ _ _ _~_CS7

[

___ 1

I

Frequ~n: , ~•r::n: Va~er::;! :_u_m_
ul~~ive_P_e_r:~;

2

13. .

·---

·31T· · 31.o

31.0

49.0

Valid ~· ~~~2-7-r-----27.0

27.0

76.0

1 ~ - ··_, --··· _24 [...... ~4·? .

~-o

·-~

'!

_ 100.0 I

. . . .__ . . J. .!~.~.~. J.........................~.~.?.. . . . . . ?. ?..~~?. . . . ._. . . . . . . . . !.?.~:~ .L - ·-·--·-·--'
CS8

CS9

I

3.0

12 ~·~l~.~~
2 -r-~2
.0-"o/-~~~
2.~
0 +-=~~~~5~
.0

Valid

'3

48

L_.... _. . _....-··.·~-...-....~.........
I
46
14

48.0

rs-·-r-··-··-11·1·-·1.0
Total

100

~

46.0 I

100.0

l

48.0

53.0

~.~.:~:~[ ....

........-. ......

1.0 .

100.0

..

, _,..,_

..

__ ... _..... -

....

~-~ ~.
..

100.0

I

~~-~--~--------

j------

F:::::i

. . . .............. ......... . ......
3

Valid : ··-1

CSlO

;.rcent F •lid Percent Cumulative Percent.

........ ·r· ..................[.........................". · -·---..
29

29.0

--~···-

. .-..............

29.0

~r-::~ 1···-·--·- ::~;

29.0
- - - - - ···

: : :·
1

T~ta~--------~- ooJ. . . .~~?.~~-·----. --··--~~.?· ~-·

_____.[

--·-··-

9) What are the criteria you think as the competitive advantage over your
competitors by ranking from the least important factor to the most important
factor?
Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(1 = The least important

2 = rather important 3 = important 4 = highly

important 5 = The most important)

COl
I Frequency

,-- -

1

r -·I . .

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

-2~.--.

2 r ........ 2.0 1--..·-···-:··

.·--

2.0

1· 3 · -· · · -·-· 1-· ·- · · -· ·- -·-111·· - -~·-·i1.0T___ ~11.01~- - -- --;9~0 1

l alid i~~J---ff~~~f---~1
C02
!

I

Percent Valid Percent I Cumulative.Percent

I Frequency
..

I

2

I

I

10

.. [

I

10.0

10.0

10.0

I .••..

!

3

69

Valid 4

2.

5

100

79.0
..

r

.

19.0

2.0

.

98.0

~

2.0

...... i...~:~

Total

69.0

··19~[""

19

...................... ..............

I

69.o

100.0

~--- ....--~ -.+.I.~--~-~~~

100.0

100.0

C03
Frequency Percent IValid Percent.
I

!"""""""""""'
: Valid

2

I

·- ~- --~..4

.. . ..

I

.

25

25.0

Total
'"---~----

-·-·~

100

~--~~

Cu~ulative Percent
- - - _ : 5.0 I

44.0
69.0
31.o 1 · · - · - - -100.0-

I

100.0 j

I

25.0

r _~4.0r=_

44
__
3__,
1 ,....... 31.o

·-- ··-·---·. ····-"'·

I

1

.

-~--1~--~--~

100.0 ;

-------·--·-

C04
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

cos
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 1 Cumulative Percent
1

5

5.o

2

I

25

r·

. j. ~-·······- 5o.

4. . . . . . . . . .~....

I Valid ..

5

18 ..,

r~.--~2 .

1

I

5.o

.:.~.O I

30-_?

2.0

100.0

5.o

i"--~--~~---1----+--

25.0-+--·---·
50.0 . ..
18.0 1
2.0

50.0 r....- ·---··-···-··-····· .....~?·O
18.0
98.0
.

1

~~---T_ota
~1~_ _10_0___~10_0_.o~~~,_·=====~~o~o~.o-=~=-~--~~~===i·1
1

~
F~uen~~~~~~=~umulative
Per~n:
. . . . . . .11-- .
~~

51

I

5.o

5.o

r~---··--·----·24r- 24.o ·-·

J Valid

3-

24.o

451---45:0

!

45.0

.

5.o

. ___

29.o

•.•

74.0

1

4
Total
-

.. · · - - - ·

-· · ··

26

26.0

100

100.0

·-•·o••-·- · ·--·-·~-••ooo00HO->o•0•<0 o> ••••••>•>00••••0••-• • ••• > •--1-•o•

26.0

100.0

100.0
--

Ooo

O•Oo0•0•• •- - -•• 00+ 00-000 00 00-oo•O•OO- ..... 00000•- ••H-0~0 00"0*"--··-- .. ~

j

C07
I Frequency

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
......

'

··-··-··-···~·-·····-----

cos

I

r--

I Frequency Percent fValid Percent Cumubtive
I

1

31

.

I

. 2. . ._ l

3.0

- I
. . 13-?11... . - 13.o
.. I

. . . . _. . . ._. ._. . . . _r --I. ______
-~~

Valid

- ..............

L

I

40

40.0

I

~

31

4

31.0

3

5
Total

100 1

f-- -

3.0

-·

~~

13.0 !.

T'

3

·1.o j_,
100~

Pe~n: I
56.0

40.0

-

37.0

-~~ -· . 93_0·1

7.0

100.0

I

100.0 l.

C09

r·". . . . . . . . 2 .

Frequency Percent Va;id; : r : :fcumubtive Percent

·-··.

~

I

3

l

Valid 4

I

.. _ , _ . ..

41

9.0

l

49

I

5
Total

9

L_.

-1

100

-..--····..·····-·-···--··--·- -·..........................
...

__.

-·---·---

41.0 .

·-'·-·

9.0

9.0

-~

50.0

41.0

-~

49.0

49.0

99.0

1.0

i.o

100.o j

100.0 I

I

100.0

J

................. _....... --··---- _............... -·-·············--·-·····--··-····-········--·····-···-.. -

COlO

COll
-··1-··-·-···- --·--·---·--····

!

r--- -r2- J
Valid

Frequency Percent Valid Percent I Cumulative Percent
1 - .- ·

1

__

9T 9.0f"~1-

9.0

9.0

41.?_ _ _ 4!.or-··-~~

so.o

~ -=---~+~:: r~· . 4.::+-·-· -~~~:~:
.

f Total.1 -··~·-··--lOOr··-l-00~0 l·--··--·····--··lOO_"o r··-··--···~

__.

10) What are the criteria you think as the marketing strategies in your
organization by ranking from the least important factor to the most important
factor? Please choose only one number from the question as following:
(1

=

The least important

2

=

rather important 3

=

important 4

=

highly

important 5 = The most important)

STRl

I

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

12

5 1· -

1

5.o T _ _ _

s:DI

3·-···-····-r-..· ··---·-··-291-····; ~·------ --29.0~1

Valid

f4-

---·-···--SO

s

16

Total
,

.. .

·-

I

100

-·---- -- -

50.0

16.0

I

L_.____

16.0

I

100.0

100.0

I

...

I

1

~

'

STR2

IFrequency

l

...

..

~

..

1

5

5.0

l

2

11

11.0

1

62

62.0

62.0

21.0

21.0

Valid f8,
3

I

I

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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s

I

1

1.0

Total

l
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5.0

I
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21

I

J
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I

1
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~0.0

I_

100.0
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I
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1.0
100.0 I
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Frequency Percent i Valid Percent ICumulative Percent
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I
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I
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I
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1
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.

5
.
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\

I.
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20.0

I

.. . . . .

47.0

~~·· ·~r=~-~-·~"

~
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l

5

5.0

5.o

I

. ~

100

l

100.0 1

100.0 1

I

67.0

•.• ~,, .........
1

28
..

20.0
-·- -·- "···-· ·· · ···-•!•"•"'''' " '" " ~'" " '

-

95.0
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-
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I
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I

, - - - Frequency 1Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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9
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1 4 -- . .
5
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J =u-u~

34.~-17.0
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17 /
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~-

9.o
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~· ....-... ....

34.0
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49.0

~
-·-- ·---··- -

100.0 1

................................... ,._........!

STRlO
Frequency Percent I Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
t
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1

151·--15~·- . --

2
··- -- ....

42.0 '1

~-
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IValid !... . . . ~. . . . . . l.~.... """" 15:.?... 1..
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-·- - - . . . -a----·

~ ~ ~·-·-~...~ 72.u~•

.......... ... 15.?... i .. ..... ...

4

21

2i.o

I

2i.o

93.o

5

7

7.0

l

7.0

100.0

.

100.0

Total j

100.0 j

11) Which marketing strategies do you think is the best strategies in your retail
shops? (Please ranking 1-5 from the most important to the least important)

SKl
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

----,6?-

16- ·

- ···· - 1 -- -----16~ r1r
·--~--~---·-1·9 ..... 19:0 ·1·-····---·-19_·0

I

i -··

u

•

3
18
Valid ,... _ .............._ ....._ .. ~
4
21

18.0
2i.o

'

.

~

1

""
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I
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2i.o

. -···--.. ·174.o
oo. o

!2
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15:oT___

! . 32.o \

-·--=-

.

L~:m: ~.ve ;er:~nt..
15 ~0 -----~- 15.0-

Frequency Percent Valid Percent.

15 j

.J

18.0

. . -.. . . .~ia·a ~1oo.or~- ---..-100~0··-r--·--·~-·.
I

-

"-~...

l~.- ... ~.. ~----~·-·--------'-1

SK2

~,1

;·;_0.

...~_ .........

5·· · . . . . . . . .. .......-..........2.6·. ·-- . 2·6~al . ... . . . _. _ _ . ___2«~-:al·-··-

·:r~~;i·-~-·

,6.0

- ........

· 20.0

47.o

I ~ . -------··--· 12 ~~!., ........... 12~ - - ~~~-2~·0_
4
~
21 r
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80.0
5-····--1-····--wi·--20.0 ---3 2J> ·--·---··-·. ·~--····-· 10~~~-

r

Total

J
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100~.

100.0

SK3
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent \

j1

. -~ 1s l_ ..... _1s:?J .................. l_~·?.l~~--

..

.. ·1
ls.o I
__.._33. ~
43.0 I

I Frequency

.Percent

_. . . . . . r1-·. ·-·-·· · · · 6..

~valid 4

·5·........... _.
! ..........

~±~~~

t___

.·-·

6.0

.

:~

6.0

:~~ ~ :~:: r-· :~~-,
21
·21.0 !.'--'-'. . . . . . . 21.0 I
89.o
· ..........1. ~·.· r. . . ___i'i:o··r····. . . -·· · . . . . i1~c;
- 100.?
-~·=·~io?J~. . . i.oo~o. . r..... ~ .._............"·100:·<>·.. ·
_J

F --

. . .=.

SKS
· - - - -F.re·q·.u.ency 1,.Pe:_cent

1 ..

... 49

1s.o I

1s.?

3
26
Valid ~-1-~

..

l

Total j

4

r-·

100 .

26.0
3.0

I
j

i---

-·4~<> ·

100.0

'

1

~=m:iati~e-Percen.
~
.
I .

Percent l
49.0

.

5

~lid

. 49.0 I

1s J

2

- - -·

6.0

26.0

r

-3~0

49.0

67.o
93.o

_. . --..-·--· 96.0

4:«>. · ----..-=--=-=-..-10~~<»
100.0

12) Do you think Information System is one of important thing to help you to
solve problems as well as increase your sales volume in your organization?

TECHNOLOGY

. . . . . . . ·-·-·--,;~4~~~=:84

1
".__,... _..

' Valid 2 . _ ......_ ............
l... .._ ...... /

T~taI

..........- .

84.o

~"F"
__.._, ___.

16_~_.16.o
I

Valid Percent

ICumnlativ~":~t I

. ,.
84.o I

~---··

84.o

~"-

_ L~·o··,--·-·-·-----·. --....--..-~. oo~~.J

1.~.?. ·- . . 100.0 ..........................~oo.:?..I . . . .-..............-..... ·-.. . . . . . . ..!

13) Which Information System that you think it can improve your productivity
and create customers' satisfaction according to their needs?
KN TECl
- - -·-·-··-·· ·- . - ,.

r. . . . . . . . To
Valid

ji ~··

I

Frequency Percent 1 Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

8.4.o. .-····-·-·- - · ·

84 ·
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. N-~-

-·--

-84~a···

10-0.0
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J

KN TEC2
: Frequency Percent Valid Percent I

fo___

.. 25 ]

Valid 1

25.o

· ··~1~-25.0

25.0 I

1..

75.0 I

75

Cumula~ive Per::-100.0

75.0

L . .~_ri.~;~1~----~-- !~?_o~ -~·-··-1.?.0·:01. =-~-~~-~}o~.0-1 _____ _··-.__··-J
KN TECJ

KN TEC4

I
I Frequency Percent Valid Percent ICumulative Percent
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~-·-····l··· · ·······"· ·· ·· · "•••""'" "' ········ ··· ""·····

0

l-
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. . . . . . . . . . . ". r. . . . . . . . . . . . .
~

~1
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31.0

31.0

69

69.0 .'

69~-

l

100

-~_

31.0

l

I

100.0

I
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l

~~

-·

100.0
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KN_TECS

---

-

Valid f 1

-

22 , -

22.0

. -.J T~!1~-·---·-·~§I

100.0

1-·

-

220

Frequency Percent Valid

Per~e:~

Cumulative Percent

55.o

55.o
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. 11--_--· l
--- --
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- ·~

o
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l
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L

! ---··· - -
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I -I o
1

I -
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:~r~ue~cy
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91

I

l

100.'C)

I ..

·- ..

100.·0

I

95.0
··-·-·--l00.0-1

I------- -l

KN_TEC7

Percent j Valid PerC:nt Cumulative Percent
9·U>r---··-·-·--9-I"~o-r·--·---· 91.0

~1~-_-4-r·--~

4.0

95.0
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Frequency
16

Percent

2.SCM
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29.07

3.0M

32

12.40

4.CRM

69

26.74

5.AI

22

8.53

6.KM

40

15.50

7.other

4

1.55

Name of IT
1.CI

6.20

14) Have you ever heard about Customer Intelligence?
HR CI
I

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

15) Is it possible "Customer Intelligence" can reduce costs and help you to send
product on time to customers?
PO CI
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r-·--...............'r· i.· -- I
11
I -
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j_

~ . ..!
9

I

Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
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-
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00--.:J-. 100.0_,!_ _ _
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__..... --·

16) What do you think about "Customer Intelligence" can take advantages
better than competitors by ranking only one number from the question as
following:
(1

= The

least important

2

=

rather important 3

=

important 4

=

highly

important 5 = The most important)

I
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I
i.o I
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Personal data:
SEX
~---------,-----··---

Frequency Percent IValid Percent Cumulative Percent

I

I

[

~---.-.

1

·-·

I

--- . . .1s

-r - - · 78.0 I

~

18.0

78.0

I

I J~otal _:_~;~+[~~: ~-Valid

AGE

STATUS

22.0 1
100. o

100.0

r--·--·····--·-·------------
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I
---~

POSITION
[Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

SIZE OF FAMILY

5

I

____,l.T~taJ l

14 1
_100 .l. . . .

14.0
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I
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NO OF EMPLOYEES

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

INCOME

l

Frequency Percent Valid Percent I Cumulative Percent

I
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6_:0 J __
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I
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........ .............__
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Crosstab
1. Age* KN_Tec3(Customer Intelligence)
Crosstab

1

Count

1

1~~~!EC~

---·- ~
AGE

J

I
Total

1

1

_J

~r6:_1r_11_
~~ --4-·
-~--~~!
1 ;j

[8--·~·7 ·-

5

12 1

[l"oi/ r;-3h~J
Chi-Square Tests

I

l

Value

dfr-~~~~~ed)

-

I

·:;~h::~~- ---·~--7~3~~r-:r-- -=~---- - :;~~1
~v~ ca;;-·--·-~·
l"~J-·-r
:
a 5 cells (41.7%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count
is 1.60.
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2. EDU* KN_TEC3 (Customer Intelligence)
Crosstab

Count
KN_TEC3

II

o
J

.

I

2s

1

. Total

1

1

I

35

2
35
EDU .. ______
.... J . -22

57

~~=~

7

J

l

3

1

5

1

T_o_
t a_I ~~6~8....u.L- 32

!:_00_1

;.__I

Chi-Square Tests

I df

Value

Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

rP_e~a_rso
.~n~_C_h~i~-~
~ u~a~re~_ ___4_.3_0_6(~a_)~1 ~3-....-~~----~~.~ ·230 j
4.757 l

Likelihood Ratio
N of Valid cases
~-·-~--·

.............._ ..............,u,. ,_,,,,,,~.,,u.u.-u•u•
11

100 !

3

__ _ _ _ _

~·=·
'~~~·~·

- ·

__ .190 J
J

u~•I·•···

.....,..,.............- -..-.................--.....~..

a 4 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected cou ~ I
is .32.
- ...·-··-··. . . .
. . . . ...__ .....

~~--

-...a·~···-....··~....

3. SEX * KN_TECJ(Customer Intelligence)
Crosstab
Count
... /KN_TECl···

-f
0

1

SEX

66

1

Total
I

12 I

2 ·"-"""i8"l-····"···4·"i'"""

I

78
22

I

Total

84 1 16

-----'----'----

100

·-

Chi-Square Tests

-p;;;;~;~~Chi~~;-f -~-:0-.-;-:)--,-d:~--r'Asy~~Jt::~ Exa;j~~~- (2- .1 Exa;j~~_J
) (1[f::::~!(a)

To-;-,r

·---- ; :~~~--------

-----· .

Fisher's Exact Test

.748

N~-~L~~~~--~a~~-- .. J=..- i·o~I::~~~-~---

.

a Computed only for a 2x2 table

.488 j

·~--=~~j
-·-·- ... -·-··-··

.~J

b 1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.52 .
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